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W

e decided to give a bit more
focus to the MG Midget this
month. These great little
cars do not get nearly the amount
of respect that they deserve. Over a
quarter of a million of these beauties
were produced, yet, they have never
had the support or organization that
other models have had. These cars are
still very affordable and a great way to
bring younger people into the hobby.
They are also remarkably quick and
have huge support from racing suppliers since Midgets and Sprites are often
the entry car from many novice racers.
The next issue will be our annual

convention issue so in case you were
unable to go to what is shaping up to
be one of the largest NAMGBR conventions in a long time, you’ll get the full
report and lots of great pictures so you
can see what you missed.
Recently, I drove my B into work
on a beautiful Friday. My boss called
shotgun in my car when a group of us
headed out to lunch. A long the way,
we got several thumbs up and as usual
a few people came up to talk to us at
the restaurant. As we drove back to the
office, my boss said, “I always thought
these would be chick magnets; but all
it’s been is an old man magnet.”
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Chairman’s Chat

T

Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR

he MG world is celebrating
the 90th Anniversary of MG,
the Marque of Friendship. In
previous issues this year, I have written about the early history of MG up
through the overhead cam engine
cars of the 1930s. The early cars had
achieved racing success, but for the
average driver the fine tuning of the
OHC engine was complicated. In 1936,
MG moved in a new direction with
the introduction of push rod engines,
hydraulic brakes, and synchromesh
transmissions.
The first models of the refocused
Nuffield organization were the new
SA, a touring class Saloon, and the TA,
the new enlarged Midget series. The
touring class would expand to include
the similarly styled VA, and WA.
The SA was introduced as a luxurious 2-litre with seating for four in
two styles: Saloon and Charlesworth
Tourer. The 16-foot long SA could
cruise at 80 MPH and participated in
the 1937 Mille Miglia. MG introduced
the 1937 VA, a 1.5-litre four seater in
saloon, tourer, or Tickford versions.
The VA was designed to fill the niche
of the N-Type Magnette. In 1938, MG
announced the WA, the largest MG
produced, with a widened rear track
and engine displacement increased to
2.6-litres.
As we have come to expect from
new model introductions, the
TA was longer and wider,
and it offered a smoother
ride. The TA had similar
dimensions to the prior
series 6-cylinder OHC
Magnettes, but was larger
than previous 4-cylinder
6
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Midgets. The engines were the 1292cc
Morris MPJG10 from the Nuffield
parts bins. MG supported two TA
competition teams who are part of
MG lore: the Cream Crackers and the
Three Musketeers. The engine in the
1939 TB was replaced with a 1250cc
XPAG engine, the same that would be
in use after the war in the TC, TD, & TF
models.
During the 1930s, MG held several
Land Speed Records in Classes from
350cc to 1500cc. Well known drivers include Eyston, Kohlrausch, and
Gardner. With war clouds looming
MG ceased car production in September 1939. MG produced around 22,500
cars prior to WWII.
I remember my dad telling me
stories of British cars and motorcycles
before and after D-Day. Service men
coming home to North America
expressed their desire to own a British
sports car. Britain needed foreign investment and MG could help. Abingdon began manufacturing cars again
in October 1945. The TC was created
by modifying the TB front suspension to shackled springs and widening
the cockpit by four inches. In the late
1940s, MG sold almost twice as many
cars abroad than at home. By year end
1949, 10,000 TCs had been produced.
Of those, 2,001 TCs were shipped to
the USA.
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1947 T-Series MG
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MG next produced the
Y-Type saloon and YT tourer.
The 1250cc, four seater was a hit
in Britain. Significant features
of the Y are independent front
suspension with coil springs /
wishbone and rack and pinion
steering.
The 1950-53 TD was developed by shortening the Y’s
chassis by five inches, including
the front suspension, rack and
pinion steering, and widening
the TC cockpit by four inches.
The TD had disc wheels to accommodate the independent
front suspension. In 1952, John
Thornley became MG General
Manager. 1952 was also the year
that Nuffield Group integrated with
Austin Motor Company to form British Motor Corporation. Lord Nuffield
stepped down and Leonard Lord assumed control.
MGs in competition began after
the war with the TC and continued
with the TD. Syd Enever designed
UMG 400, a prototype Le Mans
race car body built over a TD engine
and frame. As the UMG 400 design
was evaluated, Enever built EX 175
incorporating a widened frame in the
passenger area to lower the seating
profile. EX 175 was shared with BMC
management as the next design for
an MG model. The timing was off as
Donald Healey first caught Leonard

Letter of Intent • Vice Chairman
Jeff Taylor
Vice Chairman
NAMGBR

Dear NAMGBR members,

Lord’s attention. The Austin-Healey
100 was born.
MG needed to develop a new model, so the TD was tweaked by lowering
the bonnet and scuttle, incorporating headlights into the front fenders,
extending the lower edge of the grill,
designing new wheel hubs to accept
wire wheels, and fitting the improved
TD Mark II 1250cc engine. The TF was
introduced at the 1953 Motor Show.
MG also produced the ZA Magnette, a
rebadged Wolseley4/44 saloon, with a
new BMC 1489cc engine.
As the era of the T-Series closed,
Goldie Gardner had made six post-war
Land Speed Record attempts in the
Gardner-MG powered by a supercharged XPAG engine. George Eyston
in 1953 urged Leonard
Lord to attempt Land
Speed Records in Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah. MG
used a 1466cc XPEG engine in EX 179. Eyston and
Ken Miles set a record of
153.69 MPH with EX 179
in 1954. The XPEG engine
would find use in the MG
TF 1500.
Next issue I’ll continue with the MGA. Happy
4th of July!
Safety Fast

First please allow me to thank you for making it possible for me to serve as Vice Chairman of such a fantastic
automobile club. Working with past Chairman, Richard
Liddick, and current Chairman, Alan Magnuson, has been
great.
As a relatively newbie to NAMGBR (nine years now I
believe), the knowledge and commitment that both Richard and Alan have has made my transition to the Executive
Committee go well.
My first term has gone by so fast; I almost forgot it was
time to “re-up”. Please consider this my “official” name in
the hat letter. If re-elected, I would be honored to serve as
Vice Chairman of the North American MGB Register for
two more years.
After the first year of learning what the position
entailed, I’ve grown to enjoy it very much – especially
working with our affiliated clubs to get their insurance certificates! This has allowed me to appreciate the importance
of having liability coverage for events and officers of our
affiliated clubs! Many of them would not be able to hold
their shows or club drives without the coverage NAMGBR
affiliation provides.
Thank you again for the last two years and I look forward to serving the next two years if elected.
With regards & Safety Fast,
Jeff Taylor
PS: If you have not completed your club re-affiliation this
year, please go to www.namgbr.org and under the “Join Us”
tab, complete the renew affiliation form and you’ll avoid
an annoying call or e-mail from me…

Alan

8
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Secretary’s Report

MGB Registrar
Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

G

reetings All,
By the time you read this post, MG 2014 in French Lick will be a recent memory. In the meantime, we have a number of MG owners who are
joining NAMGBR for the first time. Lets all welcome our newest members to the
North American MGB Register:

Chris Seely
Franconia, NH
Frank LePine
Lawton, OK
Mark Hanna
Ashburn, VA
Michael Seeley
Dunwoody, GA
Jack McFarland
Clive, IA
Kim Sears
Yorktown, IN
Timothy Pybus
Hampton, NH
Quinn Johnson
Sacramento, CA
Mouniece Baird
Grass Lake, MI
George Whitley
Point Clear, AL
Robert Perrone
Virginia Beach, VA
Clifford Schuenaman Parma Heights, OH
Marcia Cate
Exeter, NH
Ray Pollock
Cocoa, FL
Jay Hornbeck
Jacksonville, IL
Dave Kray
Williamsville, NY
George Phariss
Ivanhoe, IL
Anthony Santek
Pittsburgh, PA
Robert Orr
Ridgeville, IN
Keith Meyer
Corvallis, OR
Jose Barreras
Juncos Puerto Rico
Walt Gillespie
Roodhouse, IL
Randy Kassed
Baton Rouge, LA
Dennis Owen
Hummelstown, PA
William Niedringhaus Friday Harbor, WA
George Wiggins
Aloha, OR
Albert & Kathy Cook Orlando, FL
William Slota
Montague, MI
Some of your new members relayed some interesting stories when they
joined NAMGBR. Hopefully, they will retell these stories in an upcoming issue of
The MG Driver.

Bruce
10
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Jack Long
MGB Registrar
NAMGBR

any of you may already know
that I have a 1954 MG TF in
addition to my 1974 MGB,
one of many MGBs that have come
and gone from my garage through the
years. As I alternately work on the TF
and the B, I find myself continuing to
marvel about how much the design
and manufacture of MG cars advanced
between the end of the T-series cars in
1955 and the introduction of the MGB
in 1962.
The T-series cars were all basically
pre-war designs, with wood framed
bodies, mostly hand built, and an
engine that can trace its roots right
back to the Hotchkiss engine in “Old
Number One” circa 1925. It’s easy
to overlook the economic hardships
that faced England after World War
II, when the entire nation’s industrial
base had to be rebuilt and there was no
money for designing new models, but
the TC, TD and TF paid the bills and
kept the lights on so that MG could
finally design and engineer a new
generation of modern, mass produced
cars.
The MGA was a great leap forward,
selling over 100,000 cars, and laid the
final foundation for the army of MGBs
to come. Looking at old photos of the
MG works, and reading Ken Smith’s
classic book Aspects of Abingdon, it is
hard to believe that the same tiny factory that pushed out a few thousand
T-series every year managed to build a
half-million MGBs over 18 years.
Compared to the T-series cars, and
even to MGAs, our MGBs are wonderfully modern, with monocoque construction and very robust drivetrains
(not to mention, real windows!). They

are easy to work on with a few notable
exceptions, and there is tremendous
vendor support for parts and service.
I recently took my B to the MGs of
Baltimore annual Chili Run, and after
sitting for two months in an unheated
garage it started on the first crank. I
tell people it’s the Toyota Corolla of
classic cars.
New registrations received since my
last report are:

Marco Sinai, Miami, FL, 1972 MGB GT
— a near daily driver
Rick Dutot, Leamington, ON, 1975 MGB
— a daily driver as well
Bruce Beneditz, Roscoe IL, 1978 MGB
Ron Branson, Ozark, MO, 1974 MGB/GT
Gary Scheef, Millersburg, OH, with a rare
1974.5 MGB/GT; 1975 MGB; and 1977 MGB
Jim Hamilton, San Antonio, TX, 1972 MGB
— another daily driver
Jim Fisher, Fallston MD, 1980 MGB
Bob Strathman, Chesterfield MO, with a
very early B built in 1962, chassis number
321, making this the 220th MGB ever made!
Richard Kloss, Boise, ID, 1969 MGB/GT
William Spedding, Waterloo NY
— with another rare 1974.5 MGB/GT
Michael Lippman, Kingsville, ON, 1972
MGB and 1973 MGB/GT (future V8 project)
Bill Sendelback, Dallas, TX, 1970 MGB
Lee Orphan, Bonney Lake, WA,
— with yet another 74.5 MGB/GT
Thanks, everyone – keep ‘em coming!
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Early Midget/Sprite Registrar

MGC Registrar

John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

Bruce Hamper
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

T

he driving season is in full swing
in the Midwest as well as in the
rest of the country. I hope you
have been able to make the most of
the warm weather. I like to keep the
top down this time of the year and it is
fortunate that I can keep the Spridgets
under cover when they are not driven.
The oak pollen has been outrageous
this year. We can’t keep a car sitting
still outside for very long or it will look
like its returning to the earth. What
better reason to keep driving?
We have six new registrations to
the Early Spridget Register including
four Midgets and two Sprites:
Philip & Martha Nicholson
1965 MG Mark II Midget
with a number of upgrades including a 1275 engine (bored to 1302cc)
and 3.9 rear axle. Sounds like they are
ready for highway travel.

James Baustian
1965 AH Sprite
with a 5-speed and Weber carbs which
he has owned since 1974.
(See backcover.)
Robert Schroeder
1974 MG Mk III Midget
a well maintained example with
smaller bumperettes replacing the
‘Sabrina extremely large’ bumpers.
Dennis Cestra
1964 MG Mk II Midget
restored to original specifications
with wire wheels. Look for Dennis’
award winning Midget at the MG
2014 concours judging in French Lick!
Claire & Ron Ashcroft
1967 AH Mk IV Sprite
very original unrestored, one owner
vehicle. This primrose yellow Sprite
is being prepared for summer driving
12

and sharing space with a ’62 MG.
Mark Rollinson
1962 MG Midget
a very original example of the early
Mark 1 Midget; (See back cover.) Ice
Blue exterior with blue top, interior
and tonneau. Nice upgrades for driving include disk brakes and the 1275
engine. Mark is keeping the original
engine just in case he decides to go
retro. The blue Midget has been in the
family since 1964, having originally
been purchased by his father from a
Triumph-Jaguar dealership. In fact,
Mark learned to drive in this Midget.
The adventures continue; in 2011 he
drove to the Midget 50th Anniversary
event in Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin,
and participated in the drive on Road
America Racetrack. Still learning to
drive!
Thanks for all the responses to
the Spridget Register. I look forward to
receiving the emails and letters. Pictures and stories about your Spridget
are always welcome. I’ll try to include
as many as possible in The MG Driver.
If it has been a number of years since
you registered, please send in your
car’s details. I can check and see if you
are still in the database and update the
records.
If you include an email address
with your registration, I will send you
a nice pdf version of your registration certificate. This is an excellent,
single page certificate that is suitable
for framing or inclusion in your ‘car
book’ or folder. You can register online from the NAMGBR website (www.
namgbr.org ) or send your information directly to my email:
brucehamper@gmail.com
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The North South Meet in Pismo Beach, California

M

y how the time seems to be flying by, it’s already our July/August edition of The MG Driver.
I guess it’s safe to say summer is here.
Many of you plan your summer vacations and weekend activities to include
your MGs and to share your time with
fellow enthusiasts. By now, you may
have made your schedules with the
events you will be attending. I know
I have with just a few more details to
fine tune, things such as, which cars
are going to which event. Most likely
while you’re reading this many of us
will be on our adventure to MG 2014
in French Lick. I’m looking forward to
meeting all the MGC owners attending and enjoying the MG camaraderie.
The North South Meet in Pismo
Beach, California, had an excellent
showing of MGCs. Four GTs and two
Roadsters were in attendance with
some travelling distances of over
450 miles to attend. From the south
were Mark/Carol Zippet, Mike/Allay

Benbrook and Ueli Scharer. The North
consisted of Alice Addison, Chris
Hannes and Karl/John Rogers. The
South took the top honors with the
Zippet’s beautiful black triple carburetor sunroofed 69 GT. It was a great
regional event with the MGCs being
one of the focal point by the other attendees. Many thanks to the members
of the Paradise British Car Club, and
especially to Jim Bull for putting together an excellent venue and inviting
the MGCs.
At the top of this page I’m hoping you noticed something new! This
is our North American MGC Register
logo which will be making its debut
at MG 2014 in French Lick. Connie
Wyckoff, our regalia coordinator, has
been busy organizing regalia with
the logo. Decals and T-shirts will be
at French Lick along with samples of
other types of regalia items which can
be ordered. Decals will be sent out to
all who have registered their cars with
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1500 Midget Registrar
me who weren’t at French Lick.
It’s never too early to start thinking about your plans for MG 2015. If
you didn’t already know it is in Niagara Falls, Ontario. Being this event
will be in Canada, it’s worth mentioning now so you can obtain a passport,
it will be needed to travel back and
forth between the countries. The AGM
will be at this location in October also.
Peter Mittler is the Co-Chairperson of
this event. It’s another you won’t want
to miss. If you don’t believe me just ask
Peter!
In an earlier issue of The MG
Driver, Robert encouraged the membership to review and/or join Facebook
and visit the NAMGBR group page. I

14

did, and have found it’s a great way to
get NAMGBR latest updates and stay in
touch with Friends in the MG community. I’m not the best with computer
skills, but it isn’t too hard to get the
basic down to navigate. As someone
recently said, the times are a changing
and this seems to be the new direction
for the future.
As always, contact me with your
ideas, suggestions and what you expect
or want from your North American
MGC Register. Contributing articles
and pictures for The MG Driver are
always welcome about you and your
MGC.
BCNU,
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Steve Olsen
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

I

was looking at a box of old carbs
and distributors in my junk pile the
other day and I was suddenly overcome with a feeling of deep sadness. A
few of these discarded hunks of metal
were suitable only as parts donors,
but most were either fully operational
or could easily be made that way.
And I have the skills to make them, if
not perfect then, good enough to be
serviceable. I was sad because there is
no market for used carbs and dizzies
and because I am a member of the last
generation whose majority might be
able to understand these devices.
Kids getting their drivers licenses
today have no idea how these or most
any other part of a car works. The only
things they know about fuel is that
you pump it into that opening on the
rear fender and pay for it with you
parents’ plastic. The car’s computer
and fuel injection system do all the
rest. Distributors have been replaced
by crank and cam angle sensors and
even the spark plugs are no longer visible or accessible without removing the
engine or at least disassembling half
the car. Engines themselves are now
hidden under sleek pieces of molded
plastic to keep you from having to see
anything that might look the least bit
greasy or mechanical.
Most teens today know as much
about how a car works as I know about
video games. And why would they care
about auto mechanics? Cars no longer
require frequent maintenance. Even
the most basic and cheapest new car
starts every time,runs efficiently, handles well, stops on a dime, has gobs of
creature comforts, and is covered by a
free maintenance policy at the dealer.

In the unlikely event that it should fail
or get a flat tire, you just use your smart
phone and call the tow truck.
I am sad to admit that the world
has progressed to the point that my
old parts are irrelevant. My skills are
irrelevant, and, except for making the
occasional financial contribution,
the younger generation thinks I am
irrelevant.
My gran-dad knew how to look
at a horse and tell its age and health.
He could harness it and shoe it and
persuade it to pull his plow. My generation never bothered to learn from his
so I guess it should come as no surprise
that my grandkids’ generation aren’t
interested in learning from mine. Each
generation has its own new technology to try to understand.
I would still rather fire up an
engine that I have rebuilt with my own
greasy hands and drive top down on
some twisty roads on a cool summer
evening than mostanything I can
think of. My car is obsolete. I am obsolete. And I’m not planning to change.
P.S. Keep sending those Midget
1500 registration forms. Our data
base is not all that large as some of the
registrations done years ago have gone
missing. If you mail me a paper copy
please add your email address as well
in case I have questions. Thanks!
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Ken’s Korner

F

Article and images
provided by Ken Smith

ollowing my appeal in the last issue of The MG Driver for any Limited Edition MGBs that may have
not been registered, I received a note
from Rob Anderson to ask if he had
ever registered his LE with NAMGBR.
The short answer was No! So he sent
me the details and a photo of his 1980
Limited Edition which has just 22k
miles on the clock.
I also heard from Marcia Cate who
bought her LE new in 1979. Actually,
her father bought the car and Marcia
made all the relevant payments as she
was fresh out of college. The striking
thing about Marcia is that she kept
every scrap of documentation on the
car and I mean everything!
Also we got some names mixed
up in my last Ken’s Korner column. It
wasn’t Alfred Mitchell, It should have
been Alfred “Skip” Thomas from Steele
North Dakota. The correct number on
his LE was GVVDJ2AG 520911 with an
engine number of 18V884AEL010064.
Glad to put this right! Skip told me he
moved from Vermont several years
ago and folks where he lives had never
seen a convertible and asked what kind

An award winning Limited Edition
from Ned Robertson in Port Allen, Louisiana.
16
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Here’s a shot of Marcia’s car emerging from
winter hibernation

of car had he brought with him!
I also heard from Jerry & Mary
Carter who are the original owners of
GVVDJ2AG 507854 purchased from
Bowen Automobile of Terre Haute in
August of 1979 – originally intended
for Mr. Bowen’s granddaughter who
declined to own the car. It was then
transferred to Jerry & Mary who have
now put 38,000 miles on the car.
Finally, Ned Robertson in Port Allen, Louisiana, sent me a photo of his
Limited Edition GVVDJ2AG 504471,
which has won numerous awards in
concours competition. He bought the
car from a doctor in Austin, Texas, and
wants any further information. So far
we have been unable to help him in his
quest. (If you know Ned, talk him into
joining NAMGBR!)
Hope you all had a safe great time
at the NAMGBR convention in French
Lick, we wish you all the best – drive
safe, and enjoy every minute!

Ken

Robert Anderson with his 1980 Limited Edition.
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Letters to the Editor
Robert,
I have a suggestion for an article for
The MG Driver. You have so many wonderful tech people writing articles on how
to do this and that, including Mr. Twist,
that it becomes almost everything one could
want. However, I have yet to see an article
on how to get an MGB or MGC through the
dreaded smog test.
Here in Nevada, if your car is 1966
or older you are exempt. If, however, your
car is 1967 or newer, you must test every
year. Well, not everyone. There is a terrible inequity here. If you live in Reno, you
test every year. If you live in Carson City,
Dayton, Gardinerville or Minden, you don’t
test at all. It stinks. The only way around
it is to put Nevada Classic Vehicle plates on
the car. That exempts you from smog testing but limits the amount of miles you can
drive without paying a fine for going over.   I
know of a couple of MGBs in my area that
are just sitting because they can’t get them
through the smog process.
So, if any of the gurus have a solution
to this problem, we would like to hear about
it. —Gene deRuelle • deruelle@att.net
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Gene, I’ve forwarded this on to some
our frequent contributors. However,
if there is someone out there who
can help with an article – I’d appreciate it as much as Gene!
Robert,
A few months ago I noticed that the
oil gauge on my 1970 MGB was not showing a regular reading of pressure. It would
start off at 50 then drop to 20 or less after
a few miles on the road. My first thought
was that the engine needed an overhaul
but before tearing down the motor I tried
a few tests.
From previous experience I recalled
that the cheapest inspection was to
remove the oil filter and open it to see if
there were any metal fragments in the
sifted oil sludge (a good sign that bearings
etc need serious attention). I also tested
the compression on all four cylinders they
were well within the acceptable limits in
fact considering the age of this car they
were quite healthy. Next thought sludge in
the oil pan blocking the flow... Drain out
the existing oil and flush then replenish...
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Same result the pressure would not remain
constant. How about the oil gauge?
Replaced with a rebuilt gauge... Still the
same problem.
My last thought was the Oil Pressure Sender that had been on the car for
the past forty four years... To be honest
this was almost my last resort before any
major investment or giving the car to a local charity. I obtained a replacement unit
from the UK, fitted it in about an hour,
the most difficult part is the limited space,
turned the key and watched the gauge. It
took about twenty seconds for the gauge to
respond but to be honest it seemed like forever. Then without any further concern it
hit the fifty pounds mark. A ten mile drive
confirmed that all was well the pressure
never moved below thirty at tick over and
a healthy fifty five on the road. So before
you start tearing things apart take care it
may be less serious than you think and
how often can we say that!
On another note, I just got back
from the UK. This time I decided to visit
Longbridge or rather what’s left of it to see
the Chinese/UK MG operation first hand
and to get a drive in the MG.3. Before I
continue I should say that we are talking
about a family type of vehicle that costs
10,300 Pounds, which at the current rate
of exchange is about $17,000 US. It’s
not exactly up there in price with the big
boys like the BMW Mini or the small but
delightful Alfa Romeo that is very popular
in Europe (soon to come here through the
Chrysler takeover). To be honest the MG
3 it looks like the vast majority of small
mass produced cars in Europe, but the
cloth seats and various other less attractive items indicate
what we are looking
at is an inexpensive
vehicle. For reasons
that I am at a loss to
explain the car had the
index SPORT connected with the model
name.
However, the cars
performance was anything but sporty! The
problem is simple, the
car is under powered

especially on the fast Motorways. The
room inside the car is also adequate, if
you wanted to carry four passengers there
is enough space in reasonable comfort,
but to achieve this, trunk space is limited,
something like the MGB Convertible.
Luckily, you do not have to contend with a
spare wheel in that location. There was a
Rear Spoiler on the car I drove but what for
is another questions except it may justify
the use of the term “Sport’.
What did I like? The feeling, despite
its size, of being in a solid car. The fact
that the design boys/or girls, reintroduced
the front under the dash shelf for holding packets or handbags, a feature that
I certainly liked back in the 1960s. For
a inexpensive car it was quiet, very quiet.
I was driving a Hertz Rental Fiat 500 on
this trip and as far as noise was concerned it was the reverse and the 500 cost
a lot more than the MG 3. What I did not
like was cloth seats, large areas of plastic
inside panels, a gear shift that I expected
to snap off at any moment, and the performance of the 1.5 liter that left much to
be desired.
I personally think that to place a MG
Badge of the front of these vehicles are
an insult to the history and heritage of
the Marque but I don’t think people will
be buying these cars because of the MG
Badge. The attraction will be the price,
catering to a market that has no real
memories of the MG Legend.
Remember it’s been twenty years
since a new MG was in the Dealers
showrooms in the UK and that’s a generation of drivers, in real terms. —Geoff
Wheatley
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Registers #039; Administrator. In addition to the
LE I own a 1969 MGB
Roadster, and a 1961
MGA 1600.
—Daniel Newman

Thanks Geoff – I hate to hear about
the MG3, but I’m forever hopeful…
Dear NAMGBR,
I just wanted to relate a story about a
royal snub! I started my career in new
car sales at British Motors of Sacramento
in August on 1977. A short time later I
learned that HRH the Prince of Wales was
to make an official visit to Sacramento.
What an excellent opportunity to invite
HRH to British Motors to help “Fly The
Flag” and boost our new car sales. As I
was typing my invitation to HRH, a lady
came on to the showroom floor looking
at a new MGB. I then took the lady on
a demonstration drive in the new MGB.
I told her I would just have to swing by
the Post Office to send a letter to Prince
Charles. She was most impressed to say
the least. Sadly, I did not sell the MGB
and Prince Charles did not visit us. A
copy of my rejection letter from the British
Consul is attached. —Paul Lewis

Attention NAMGBR!
As you can see here,
I’m sure there are a lot
more like Daniel out
there that we can get
to rejoin. Please show
this magazine around
and talk people into
getting back to the
fun!

Southeast British
Car Festival Returns
to Dillard, Georgia

Paul, another great story!
Dear Editor,
I was a charter member since the
breakaway from the American MGB Association and remained an active member
up until several years ago. Received the
magazines and attended several of the
conventions of The Register. Several years
ago, however, the magazines stopped
coming and after several phone calls
things seemed to return to normal. Several
months thereafter, however, the same
problems reoccurred. I knew at the time
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Jai Deegan and Kathleen Eardley

The Register was having problems so just
made the assumption that The Register
had become defunct and made no further
attempts to rectify.
Just recently my
good friend here in
Tampa, Manuel Dias,
informed me that The
Register is still very
much alive and active,
urging me to rejoin.
My 1979 Limited
Edition, which I still
own, with just 11,500
miles on it was listed in
the LE Register, when
Steve Hardin was this
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The Peachtree MG Regitry
(peachtreemg.com) in Atlanta is hosting
the 2014 Southeast British Car Festival
in Dillard, Georgia, from September 18
to 21. Based on our highly successful
NAMGBR National Show in 2012, this
all British event will feature drives in the
beautiful North Georgia mountains, a
visit to the Tiger Drive-In, tech sessions for
both the men and women and sumptuous
meals provided by our hosts at the Dillard
House (dillardhouse.com). One highlight
of all Peachtree events is our world famous
Valve Cover racing. Join us in September
when the weather is fantastic, the mountain roads are beautiful, and the story
telling on the verandas with rocking chairs
in unbelievable. —Paul A. Flexner
FYI - the Southeast British Car Festival is
a NAMGBR Regional event for 2014.

Kim & Chaz just before Kathleen took
the photo of me in the B at the lighthouse.
Kathleen took the photos that were printed
in the Driver and I don’t think I gave her
the credit when I sent them to you. If you
could print this letter, it might even it up
with her. She is a great friend and partner
and enjoys traveling in the MGs almost as
much as I do and I’m lucky person to have
met her.—Jai Deagan
Jai – I wish I would have known it was
Kathleen who took those pictures so
I could have given her all the credit.
Anytime I can avoid printing your
name in the Driver…
Dear Editor,
Here’s a link to various MGs used in the
movies. Lots of neat examples!
www.imcdb.org/vehicles_make-MG.
html     —Greg Prehodka

Robert,
Thank you for allowing
me to share the photos
of our MG adventures
with the NAMGBR
membership. Some interesting items I would
like to point out – on
the front cover of the
Driver was a photo of
Kim de Bourbon’s MGB
– Kathleen Eardley
and I had just run into
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Parallel parking is a good workout but
no more than any other MGB.
Getting used to driving a RHD car
in a LHD world takes some practice.
It’s really just about a new perspective
and knowing what’s around you at all
times, pretty much what all drivers
should be doing anyway. The only
real challenge is passing on a two-lane
road. I’ve found it best to hang back
from the car ahead, pull slightly to the
right and look down the road past the
vehicle in front. When safe to do so,
pull out to make sure the way is clear
and pass.
Left turns in the city can be challenging as well but certainly doable.
Extreme vigilance is required to know

Readers Rides

what’s coming and be ready to go once
the way is clear.
The controls in the car are, fortunately, the same as North American
cars in that the turn signal lever is on
the left of the column and the wiper
lever on the right. Some UK cars have
them reversed. Shifting gears with
one’s left hand is at first different but
after a few drives becomes secondnature.
The car is a pleasure to own and
drive. It usually draws a crowd at the
shows I’ve taken it to. I’ve found some
people know about the RV8 but most
haven’t. They’re usually quite interested to learn about the car and how I
brought #590 into Canada.

2014 NAMGBR Annual General Meeting (AGM)
BOOK YOUR HOTEL NOW
Niagra Falls, Ontario • October 24-26, 2014
1995 MG RV8 Simon Austin
By Simon Austin, 7-3378

T

he story of the RV8 can be found
on numerous websites such as
www.mgrv8.com and mgrv8.
be/EN/history.html so I won’t go into
detail on that aspect of the car here.
My own experience is with a 1994
Japanese-spec RV8, #590, which I imported in 2009. From the time the first
RV8 left the factory until the last one
rolled out, there is very little difference
between the cars. The only options
were colour and all the Japanese-spec
cars have air-conditioning.
When the car arrived in Canada,
it required a safety inspection along
with minor changes to meet Canadian
DOT standards. This involved changing the Japanese tires to DOT-approved
tires and adding a “daytime-runninglight” kit. Mechanical condition of the
car was inspected as with any other
car. For a car that was 15 years old, it
was in very good condition.
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The biggest hurdle I encountered
with the car was poor running; in particular a very unsteady idle. With help
from other RV8 owners in the UK on
this site: www.v8register.net, I worked
my way through the issues. I also
found a local Land Rover specialist
who assisted in getting the car tuned
properly. This shop wasn’t familiar
with the RV8 itself but since these cars
use the same engine as Land Rovers
of the time, they were able to troubleshoot the problems.
Solving the idle issues involved
replacing the entire ignition system
one component at a time.   It’s taken a
while but I believe I’ve finally got the
car to run as it should.
The driving experience is best described as leisurely. The RV8 is a great
“grand-touring” car. In 2011, I drove
the car to Reno for MG 2011. It will
happily cruise along at 70 mph all day.  
Even without power steering, the car is
not difficult to handle at slow speeds.
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By Tony and Lynne Burgess, NAMGBR
AGM & Convention Coordinators
This year’s NAMGBR Annual
General Meeting (AGM) will be held
the weekend of October 24-26, 2014
in Niagara Falls, Ontario, which is the
location of next summer’s MG 2015
from June 8-12. MG 2015 is being
hosted by the MG Car Club of Toronto.
Rooms have been blocked for Friday and Saturday nights, October 24 &
25, 2014 at The Americana Conference
Resort, 8444 Lundy’s Lane, Niagara
Falls, ON, L2H 1H4, Canada. The rate
is $109/night CDN (plus tax) and the
Group Code is 141024MGCA. Please
phone 800-263-3508 to book your
room as unsold rooms will be released
on September 24.
This meeting is open to all
NAMGBR members and their guests
and are you encouraged to attend all or
part of the weekend’s activities.

The weekend’s schedule is as follows:
Friday night (October 24)
5:00 – Meet in the host hotel lobby
5:30-7:00 pm - Tour of facility
7:30 - Dinner (regular menu)
Saturday (October 25)
8:30 - 9:30 - Drive to Ball’s Falls –
location of MG 2015 Car Show
9:30 - 10:00 - View car show area
10:00 - 12:30 - Return to Niagara
and host hotel (including lunch)
12:30 - 1:00 - Setup for AGM
1:00 - 5:00 – Annual General
Meeting of the North American MGB
Register
7:00pm - Dinner
Please contact me on MGOHIO@
AOL.COM or 614-899-2394 if you have
questions about this year’s AGM.
Hope to see you there.

P.S. – Don’t forget your Passport since this will be held on the Canadian side of the Falls.
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Kirk’s Auto Refitters

Windshield Wiper Moter Repair
Post ‘68 MGBs and Sprigets
Article and images provided by
Bruce Hamper
Early Midget & Sprite Registrar

M

any of our MGC owning members know Robert Kirk and his
business Kirk’s Auto Refitters in Davenport, Iowa. Robert has
specialized in MGC parts, but deals in
many MGB and Midget parts as well,
not to mention a whole slew of other
specialized cars like Triumph, Jaguar,
Austin-Healey, Facel Vega, Lamborghini, Intermeccanica Omega, Mangusta,
Jeepster, and Crosley.
Robert has been doing successful
business for over 30 years and prides
himself in a lesson he learned young;
“customer service first!” His operative
philosophy has always been to provide
the highest quality product and service, at or below the retail market; and
to know the difference of the quality
of the different parts for sale in the
market. Kirk’s is also a Moss affiliate
and distributor. He is also allied with
many other vendors and imports
directly from the UK and offers certain
Australian parts including PBR Brake
Servos, Quaife racing parts, King Bearing, and Super Pro brand polyurethane
bushings.
Some of the parts that Kirk’s
specializes in are his Crown Ring and
Pinion sets for the MGB Salisbury axle
suitable for MGB, MGC and altered vehicles including MGB V8. Brand new
rear end gear sets 3.07:1 ratio imported
from the UK. He sells the entire Addco
line of stock and Heavy Duty, front
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and rear anti-sway bars. For those looking for new wire wheels, Robert is now
exclusively offering MWS wire wheels
as per OEM design and under license
agreement with the OEM maker. These
wheels can be had in the traditional
widths and height in 48, 60 and
72spoke versions with stainless spokes
and nipples. These are also available in
painted wheel configuration more in
keeping with the 1950s and early 60s
offerings.
Kirk’s “Sebring” flywheels are
made from the best quality 6061 T6
alloy ideal for both heat dissipation,
strength, and of course, HP robbing
weight. 6061 T6 has over 34 thousand
PSI yield strength and tensile strength
exceeding 41 thousand PSI. The ring
gear is heated and shrunk onto the
wheel and screwed with military
grade-8 self-locking hardware. The
“Sebring” friction surface used is an
incredibly strong 1050 steel known in
the industry as pickled and oiled. The
replaceable plate avoids the need to
replace the entire flywheel when the
clutch or flywheel is at the end of its
life.
The shop offers a number of
rebuild services for shocks, brakes,
electrics, instruments, carbs, as well as
machine shop services. Kirk’s also does
aluminum and chrome plating. For
more information, see his website at
kirks-auto.com.
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The wiper motor in the Spridgets is hidden
beneath the left fender. You’ll need to remove
the air cleaners to get it out.

D

riving on a sunny day with the
top down and the wind in your
hair, probably the last thing on
your mind is your car’s windshield
wipers. No matter where you live,
weather can change quickly and as
the thunderclouds roll in, it’s nice to
know that you can raise the top, turn
on the wipers and see the road safely
in somewhat dry comfort (at least by
sports car standards). That’s of course,
if your wipers can do their work. What
if your wipers don’t turn on? Or what
if they don’t park properly? Are your
wiper speeds slow and slower? Has
your vehicle suddenly developed an
intermittent wiper feature? Let’s face
it, windshield wipers are an important
part of your cars safety equipment. In
the case of my ’69 Sprite, the wipers
were not reliable. It worked well whenever I tried them in my dry garage.
However invariably it would fail whenever I attempted to turn on the wipers
during rain while driving. It also had
developed a nasty habit of stopping in
the middle of the windshield or not
parking when I turned them off. Even
when it did work, the speeds were very

Use your VOM to determine the current load of
the wiper motor. You should observe between
3 and 5 amps.

slow. Let’s look at getting them to
work properly!
The project wiper motor for this
repair is the two-speed motor used in
all MG Midgets-AH Sprites starting
with the 1968 models. This wiper motor was also used in the MGBs from ’68
on and coincidentally used the same
wiper motor gear for the self-parking
feature. The same motor is found in
the GTs and the MGC, however they
use a different wiper motor gear. The
location of the motor and ‘rack’ for the
wipers is different for B’s and Spridgets,
but the general approach for repair is
the same. It is important to look at the
condition of all the components including the wiper motor, the electrical
connections, the gear rack, the wheelboxes for each wiper and the condition
of the wiper blades themselves. Often
we blame the wiper motor for a host
of problems. But if the wipers don’t
move, it doesn’t necessarily mean the
motor’s at fault! It’s just as likely that
the mechanism for the wiper rack
and/or wiper boxes have become too
stiff. If they haven’t been used in a
long time, they might even be frozen.
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There’s always the possibility of a
failure in the electrical connections as
well. So it’s important to check all the
systems while fixing your wipers.
Step 1 Test the current draw of the
motor. In this test we will determine
the amperage or current draw of the
wiper motor when it’s attached to the
wiper mechanism. It’s best to start by
removing the wiper blade arms. Dry
blades on the windshield put quite a
bit of demand on the motor and result
in very high amperage readings. After
they are removed you can test the motor in place and observe the movement
of the wheelbox shafts. Condition of
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the motor and mechanical rack can
be determined by measurement of the
amperage required to run the motor
in the fast position. Disconnect the
ground cable from the battery and
insert an ammeter meter in the line.
You can use an old car ammeter (if you
have one!) or the amp feature of your
Volt-Ohm-Amp Meter (VOM). Be sure
to use the 10A setting so you don’t fry
your meter. You’ll also notice that the
meters have a separate connection
jack for the red lead to accommodate
the high current. If you have a battery
cut-off switch, you can hook up the
meter by turning the cut-off in the off
position and placing an alligator clip
from your test gauge
on either side of the
switch. Now the current will be required
to run through the
amp gauge. I also
disconnect the low
tension circuit on the
distributor so that it
is not drawing current during the test
and getting the coil
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hot. With the ammeter in place, turn
on the ignition switch and record the
current in amps. This base current is
caused by everything except the wiper
motor such as the fuel pump and ignition light. Turn on the wiper motor
to the fast position and measure the
total amperage. This value minus the
base current will indicate the current
draw of the wiper motor and should be
between 3 and 5 amps. It may fluctuate as the motor runs through the full
cycle; look for an average value. A
stiff wheelbox gear or rack will cause
higher values. You might also get
higher values if the motor windings
are shorted or partly burned out. Generally the lower the current draw, the
better. You can also test the parking
feature; run the motor through all the
switch positions to
make sure
you get a
fast speed,
slow speed
and that
the wipers
will park
properly.
You might
wonder how
fast the wipers should
operate.
This can
vary greatly

depending on whether you have a two
wiper or three wiper rack and on the
overall condition of the components.
Look for more than 25 full rotations
per minute for the fast speed.
Step 2. Test for power! What if
the motor doesn’t turn on or one of
the three positions of the wiper switch
doesn’t seem to work? First see if the
wiper motor is getting power. By groping around the wiper motor under the
left fender, you can find and remove
the plug. Often you can see the numbers embossed in the plug for each of
the five positions of the terminals. Use
your Volt Ohm Meter (VOM) or test
light. You should get 12V between #4
(green) and #1 (black) regardless of
the wiper switch position. Terminal
#4 provided current for the parking
feature of
the wipers. In the
first (slow)
position of
the wiper
switch you
should
get 12V
between #5
(RLG) and
#1. The
second (fast)
position
should give
you 12V
between #3
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The wiper motor is removed from car with the
long rack gear. It’s much easier to remove the
rack cable on your workbench.

A new set of jumper leads were needed to
attach the small 3/16” spade terminals in the
motor receptacle to the power source.
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The parking wwitch can be removed with the
aid of a screwdriver. It will pop up and slide out
of the housing.

Simple bench setup for testing the wiper motor.
You can use the amp meter available in some
battery charger units.
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(ULG) and #1. If your wipers were not
parking properly, you can check for
continuity between positions #2 and
#5 with the switch in the off position.
When positions #2 and #5 are connected, the wiper motor has power and
is controlled by the parking switch under the motor’s wiper gear. If you are
not getting power to the motor, well
you have found your problem! With
luck on your side you might be able to
clean or replace the wiper switch and
go merrily on your way. Don’t forget
to check your fuse before digging to
deep behind the steering wheel.
To get at the wiper switch, you
need to remove the steering wheel.
This switch is a marvel in simplicity
and you should be able to get it working well by just cleaning the contacts.
That’s fortunate since some years of
these switches are no longer available.
Once you have removed the switch
and have it on your bench, remove
the two Phillips screws that hold the
plate to see the sliding contacts and
spring loaded positioning switch. Be
careful when you
open the plate; the
two ball bearings and
springs can go flying. I never did find
the one ball bearing
which is somewhere
on my workshop floor.
Fortunately spares are
common hardware
items. Clean the contacts with emery paper
or a Dremel with a wire
wheel attachment. A
little bulb grease on
the contacts will help
keep them clean. A
touch of lubricant on
the pivot point of the
switch will provide
smooth movement.
Step 3. Test the
motor. You can test
the motor with a set
of jumper wires in
position in the car.

But it is nearly impossible to see the
terminals to make the proper connections. It’s best to remove the motor
and test it out of the car. Finally! A use
for the Whitworth tools! Loosen the
large nut connecting the rack to the
motor with your 3/8” Whitworth open
end wrench (about 3/4” SAE). Remove
the band strap and pull out the motor
with the long rack cable. It feels like a
plumbing job, but continue to remove
the motor until the entire rack cable
is out of the metal sheath. You might
need to encourage one of the wheel
boxes to turn if you have difficulty getting the rack cable out. The rack cable
can be removed from the motor once
it is out of the car. Remove the four
screws from the plate of the motor.
Remove the circlip on gear arm and lift
the arm out keeping track of the position of the washers.
I found it best to make a set of
jumper wires specifically for testing
the motor. The spade terminals are
smaller than the usual size found in
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the car. The standard ¼” blade spade
terminals are too big and will short out
if you try to use them on the motor.
Go to a good electronic supply house
and get the smaller 3/16” spade terminals. You can make two jumper wires
with an alligator clip on one end the
and small spade terminal at the other.
With these in hand, you can test the
wiper motor either using the car battery or setting up a test station on your
workbench. I like to use an old battery
charger as my 12V supply. It has the
added advantage of a built-in ammeter
to determine current. Put the negative
terminal on #1. The (+) terminal on #5
is slow; (+) on #3 is fast. You can check
the parking circuit by putting the (+)
lead on #4 and jumping the #2 and #5
leads.
With the wiper motor out of the
vehicle, you should get much faster
speeds and less current draw. A motor
with serviceable brushes and armature
will deliver 40 rpm in the slow speed
with 1.5 to 2.5 amps.
The fast speed will
have a higher current
from 2.5 to 4 amps. If
it doesn’t turn at one
of the speeds, that
probably indicates
bad brushes and can
be repaired fairly easily. In any case, you
might as well replace
the brushes while you
have the motor out.
You can also check the
parking switch and
replace it if necessary.
Some of the motors
have the brushes and
parking switch as one
unit, while others are
connected by a set
of spade terminals.
Either way, you can
replace the brushes,
however you will need
to order a new parking
switch in your motor
has them connected
as a unit.
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Remove the two long bolts holding the round can of the motor against
the gear plate to open the motor
housing. Changing the brushes is
straightforward. The parking switch
can be popped out using a thin bladed
screwdriver. Putting the armature
back in is a bit of a trick, since there are
three spring loaded brushes to contend
with. I used sewing thread to tie back
the brushes until the armature was
in place. Once the threads were cut,
the motor was sealed together and the
bolts inserted. Before attaching the
rack cable and closing the plate, test
the motor to make sure both speeds
and the parking function work properly. You can place the rebuilt wiper
motor on top of the valve cover in your
car and attach the plug from the wiring harness. This allows you to test all
the electrical connections in your car
for slow, fast and wiper parking.
If you did obtain a different or
new wiper motor, you will probably
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need to install the wiper motor gear.
These gears are different for various
applications (different for the Spridget
and the MGB!) and determine the
wiper parking position. These gears
are easy to remove with a circlip on
the bottom of the shaft. If your wipers
did not park in the correct position, be
sure to check the wiper motor gear.
Step 4. Install the rebuilt motor. Attach the rack cable to the gear
arm in the motor paying close attention to the order of the washers and
circlip. Be sure to add grease to the
gear mechanism before closing up the
cover plate. Before installing the wiper
motor, check the movement of each
of the wheelbox shafts. These are very

difficult to lubricate later! Fortunately,
the process of moving the rack cable
in and out tends to loosen them up.
Add lots of grease to the rack cable and
carefully insert it into the sheath. This
is another plumbing job! It might help
to have an assistant turn the wheelbox
shafts as you insert the cable to help
locate the individual wheelbox gears
with the wound rack cable. At this
point, it is simply ‘the reverse of disassembly’.
Now you can install new wiper
blades with confidence. You may not
be able to stay entirely dry, but in the
next rain shower you will have working wiper blades. Happy Motoring!
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MGB and MGC by Jonathan Edwards ISBN 1-86126-69-0
—also contains information
on the MGB GT V8

Bits & PieCes

Road & Track on MG Sports Cars
ISBN 0-946489-81-5
—reprinted articles from Road
& Track Magazine
Original MGB with MGC and MGB
GT V8 by Anders Ditlev Clausager
ISBN 1-870979-48-6
—The restorer’s guide to all
roadster and GT models 1962-80
Tuning SU Carbs, How SU Carbs
Work?
by Stuart Casey,
with some additions. Produced by The
MG Car Club C Register – available
through The MG Car Club C Registry

By Tony Shoviak
Lake Erie British Car Club

The Best of ‘C’ Notes
A Collection of Tech Articles from the
American MGC Registrar
—out of print, available used?
Videos:
You can find many videos of the MGC
on Youtube.com. Type in MGC or MGC
Cars to find them.
Most of the publications might be
out of print, so you may have to check
used book stores and used book dealers
online. Hope this is of some help to
those interested in the MGC.

MGC Literature:

A s a follow up to my article about MGC
part suppliers that was published in
the Jan/Feb issue of The MG Driver,
I came up with a few more places to
obtain parts for the MGC. I also added
some publications that might be of
value to anyone interested in MGCs.
USA Vendors:
Little British Car Company
lbcarco.com
British Parts Northwest
northwest.com
England:
Holmes Racing holmesracing.com
MG Motorsport mgmotorsport.com
Leacy Classic leacyclassics.com
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The MGC & Safety Fast!
A Collection of Technical Tips and
Articles previously printed in Safety
Fast! published in 1997

A Brooklands ‘Road Test’ Limited
Edition MGC & MGB GT V8
ISBN 1-85520-363-4
— a collection of road tests
MGC Abingdon’s Grand Tourer
by Graham Robson
ISBN 0-9519423-3-6 
— limited edition of 1,000
copies, historical information of the
MGC along with buying, restoring and
running an MGC
MGC & MGC and MGB GT V8
by Chris Horton
ISBN 1-872004-07-5
— advice and data for buyers
and enthusiasts
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My GT
By Mark Davidoski
Tidewater MG Club

U

sing the possessive pronoun
with “my” 1974.5 MGB/GT takes
a bit of literary license. You
see, I’ve only been the owner since
July 2012, when I purchased it from a
former club member who had gotten
it from the widow of another longtime
member.
The car had been local to Virginia
Beach, Virginia, since new, when it
was reportedly purchased from the
former Nixon Motors near the oceanfront. After about 20 years, ownership
shifted to the second owner, a former
Navy man who had continued with a
second career on the Virginia Beach
Police Department. When he passed
in 2009, the car found its way to its
third owner, a former member of the
Tidewater MG Classics club. He teamed
up with Frank Linse, renowned MG
specialist from Norfolk, to give the car
a complete makeover.
Originally delivered in Teal Blue
with Ochre interior, the car had been
repainted several times in various
shades of BRG. Frank took it down to
bare metal, replaced any questionable areas, and proceeded to have the
car refinished in “semi-metallic blue
Volvo bus trim”, as used on SEPTA
vehicles (Southeast Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority), with a
black vinyl interior and grey headliner.
(The exterior shade is slightly darker
than Teal Blue, with a hint of metallic.)
The third owner needed to
make room for another project in his
multi-bay workshop, so I completed
the purchase transaction after several
visits to inspect what was to become
“my” MGB/GT. Since moving to my
garage, this car has performed nearly
flawlessly, including several long range
club excursions ranging from 650 to
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over 700 miles. (TMGC is fortunate to
have several dedicated Activities Coordinators. Alan and Beckey Watson put
together a three day tour of far flung
Virginia wineries every Spring, while
Tad and Karen Carter run a four day
road rallye in the Fall.)
The only improvements (so far)
to “my” B/GT include the dual bonnet
strut kit from Moss, aftermarket round
air cleaners for the SU HIF4s, and a
removable terrycloth seat cover for
hot weather use. I also threw in some
heavy duty rubber mats from the 1965
MGB roadster that I sold to its previous
owner some years ago. (That’s another
car story.) I’ve also removed some
chrome bits under the bonnet and distributed them to other club members.
The only performance issue in the
first 18 months/4000+ miles was an
occasional loud “pop” when running
at highway speed. This was corrected
by inspecting, cleaning, and tightening all ignition circuit connections.
(Thanks, Mr. Linse for that suggestion.)
One other electrical gremlin
emerged during a recent 750-mile
tour of the Chesapeake Bay area. Near
the end of the four-day trek, the brake
lights were reported to be inoperative
by another member of our convoy. A
quick look at the fuse block revealed
a loose connection, which was easily
remedied.
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As previously mentioned, “my”
GT is equipped with overdrive. After
driving a B roadster (without O/D)
for ten years, I can say that overdrive
is now a requirement for me! The
reduction in engine speed at 70 MPH
is astonishing, as is the quieter cockpit.
The car is in use every week, either
for weekend tooling around or for an
occasional 50-mile roundtrip to and
from work.
Future improvements under
consideration
include a backup
solid state fuel
pump (although
the factory SU
pump has never
wavered – yet), air
horns (to make my
presence known
on local highways
during rush hour),

and MAYBE a radio/CD player (even
though Mr. Linse says that these cars
were not meant to have stereos in
them!)
I was fortunate to find this particular GT. In addition to traceable
ownership back to original delivery,
I knew that it had been refreshed by
local experts from my club, Tidewater
MG Classics.
I plan to continue to run it hard
on extended trips whenever schedules permit. And with a quiet cockpit,
thanks to overdrive, I can bring along
my trophy wife and listen attentively
to EVERYTHING she says!
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Cleaning Your MG
By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

I

’m not a car detailing expert, not
by any means, and there are some
good ‘systems’ for car exterior and
interior care that can be found by
perusing the internet. However, I don’t
like to store cars dirty if I can help it,
so over time I have developed a system
that I use to protect and preserve my
favorite cars. You’ve probably heard
me say it at least once (if not a thousand times) the enemies of our MGs
are three fold: Dirt, Acids and Moisture. And I mean in EVERY system of
our MGs. The engine, the fuel system,
the brakes, the exterior finish and yes
even the interior.
Dirt is an abrasive and can wear
the surface that is in contact with
another. Acids are by their nature
corrosive and when protective coatings are removed by wear, they have
the opportunity to attack. Moisture
is the carrier by which corrosion or
oxidation (read ‘rust’) events occur.
So by their very nature, dirt, acids and
moisture are the things which are
trying to return our MGs to the earth
from which they sprung.
The good lads at Abingdon would
be shocked today to see the numbers
of the cars they built still on the road;
and I’ve read recently that the percentage of MGs preserved in the United
States greatly exceeds the percentage
which have survived in the UK due
almost entirely to the areas of our
country with a more favorable climate,
and the propensity for our owners to
have the means and space to properly
care for and store the cars in the off
season.

much gloss on the surface to suit me.
They are also billed as a cleaner and
a protectant, but I can’t quite get my
mind wrapped around the idea that
I’m wiping the dirt into the surface,
and then encapsulating it in place.
As my friend Dr. Mike says, “These
products belong on a used car lot, not
on a collector car.” What I want to do
instead is to flush away the dirt and
dust and then add something that will
keep the natural and synthetic finishes
fresh and preserved.
With that disclaimer, I first thoroughly vacuum the interior with my
Shop-Vac using some of the tools that
came with it such as the soft bristle
brush for the dusting the dashboard
and the suction wand for really getting into the nooks and crannies of
the carpet joins and under the seats.
Since some of the carpeting is installed
with snaps, I remove those, and after
vacuuming I use a household carpet cleaner if they seem particularly
soiled. The carpet fibers are sturdy, but
dirt can wear them down and break
them off, so keeping them clean year
round is smart. Test a small area on the
carpet before you go gung-ho on the

The Interior
First of all, I’m not a big fan of
Armor All-like products. Although they
seem to enjoy a big following, I find
them smelly and they leave a bit too
36
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cleaner. If you don’t have a Shop-Vac,
the automotive restoration tool located
in the hall closet of the home will do as
well, especially if it is the canister style
and comes with the little tools needed.
If you have trouble laying your hands
on that item, there is always the local
car wash, but they may not have the
assortment of tools to use with their
vacuums and you may run out of quarters. Luckily for me, Diane actually
favors the automotive restoration tool
located in the hall closet of the home
over that of the Shop-Vac for her car
cleaning purposes, so I have a green
light to use it too if I desire.
For my money, a water saturated
cotton rag or terry cloth is my go-to
product on the first swipe of the interior after vacuuming. Don’t do it in
bright sunlight as you want to control
the rate of evaporation to minimize
any spotting that might occur. Spotting is caused by minerals in the water
that are left behind as the water evaporates, so this goes for the exterior as
well. Because of the meniscus nature
of water (from the Greek for ‘curve’)
caused by the surface tension of water,
more minerals are left behind at the
edges of the water droplet than the
center causing the circular spot with
which we are all familiar.
Now aren’t you glad you paid attention in chemistry class? But those
minerals can also act as an abrasive if
left behind, so if you have hard water,
a bit of soap in the water will help
break down that meniscus tendency,
and is the very reason why water
cleans better with soap than without
because now it can go places and float
away the dirt, which was prevented
with the surface tension of water
alone. Soap may also leave behind a
residue that can later attract dirt, so
there is a balancing act to how much
you can use and the rinsing process
involved. I may be over thinking this
a bit… so here is another helpful hint:
in the household cleaner section of the
hardware store are some pretty good
cleansers which are made for modern
furniture. If you have fabric inserts,

there are good household fabric cleaners and will work wonders with a stiff
brush. For vinyl, nothing beats mild
soap and water, or
for really stubborn
dirt, Simple Green,
followed by a water
rinse. A shoe cleaner
or leather furniture
cleaner will clean
your leather interior
pieces if you have
gone that route (I
recommend against
leather, it is heavier
than vinyl and will
cut into performance… but both
Tommy the 1952 MG TD and Maggie
the 1970 MGB Wire Wheel Conversion that Turned into a Restoration
sport full leather interiors, so what do
I know?)
Follow the cleaning with a vinyl
or leather preservative coating of your
choice, as appropriate. The goal is to
replace the natural oils or polymer
chains that keep the surface pliable
and soft, because without those oils
and polymers you are well on your
way to cracking and fading. Now you
can see why you have to do a thorough
job of cleaning your windows inside
and out because as those oils gas off
and rise they leave
a deposit on the
glass. 3M makes my
favorite glass cleaner,
followed on the
exterior with Rain-X,
a product that will
greatly enhance your
ability to see during
a downpour. An optional step between
the two products is
to buff the window
with newsprint, but
if you are using your
Kindle or iPad to read the news, you
may be out of luck, as it has been demonstrated that rubbing an iPad on your
windows is destructive to both items.
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Weather Equipment
The tonneau cover and hood on
the Tourer versions of the MGs need
special attention, similar to the vinyl
interior pieces. I guess in this case I
could mention one more enemy of our
cars… and that is Ultraviolet Radiation,
which can quickly break down our
vinyls and natural fibers. So our goal
is to both remove the dirt and protect the surfaces. In the case of vinyl
weather protection we already have
learned how to clean those surfaces,
but if you are equipped with one of the
Stayfast type fabric tops, then a slightly different regime is needed. Clean
the surface with a brush and a fabric
cleaner, but again, test it for colorfastness. Most of the fabric cleaners go
on pretty dry and are more like a dry
cleaning chemical than a water-based
cleaner. About the only thing they
won’t remove is traces of anti-seize, a
blend of aluminum, copper and graphite lubricants in a brushable product. It
is used to prevent seizing and galling
of metal to metal contact, and has a
predisposition to migrate from the application site, to your hands, and then
onto the fabric top or the interior of
your car. This has been proven many
times by many people, so there is no
sense in duplicating the experiment;
simply remain very vigilant of the use
of the product around your MG. Blotting aerosol brake cleaner is about the
only thing that might come close to removing the product, but tread lightly.
I really like two products for my
Stayfast tops, and they happen to be
the two products Haartz, the makers
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of the Stayfast
material recommend: RAGGTOP Cleaner
and RAGGTOPP
Protectant
(available from
Wolfsteins ProSeries).
The rear
window is
another area
that requires
careful attention. Stowing the
hood improperly can damage the soft
acrylic insert, but the Novus products
available at most hardware stores is a
three-step process to polish the insert
and restore it to its original clarity and
luster. For heavy scratches and wear,
start with the #3 product and work
up to #2 and then #1 following the
recommendations on the containers.
For simple cleaning and protecting,
the #1 is hands down the best product for clear vinyl, and it eliminates
static which can attract the dirt which
caused much of the damage in the
first place. I’ve been using Novus on
aircraft and cars for almost as long as I
remember; and it won’t damage acrylic
or cause crazing as regular glass cleaners with ammonia tend to do.

Exterior Finish
Modern car finishes often have
a two-part base color followed by an
acrylic urethane clear, or a single stage
with a shiny acrylic urethane surface.
Either product can be flattened, and
then polished to a very high shine by
successively removing the grit or swirl
marks from the previous application.
These products are remarkably resistant to UV exposure, and so require
almost nothing in the way of additional protection. But you can polish
and wax if you like, it is just a matter of
using the correct procedure. Initially
after a quality respray, all you really
need to do is keep the car’s exterior
very clean. Here is where you want to
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head straight to your automotive parts
retailer and pick up a jug of car wash
soap. It’s formulated to strip the dirt
typical of the road, while being gentle
to the finish, especially if you pick up a
mitt type washing cloth to use during
the washing process. Regular dish soap
is a big no-no and will damage the
surface and isn’t really meant for road
grime.
Recently, Diane was cleaning the
B and found our specially formulated
car wash soap mixed with hot water
was smearing the road tar that had adhered itself to the B on one of our last
evening drives. The more she cleaned,
the more it smeared. I sent her to the
hardware store for Simple Green, which
instantly removed the tar with a very
soft application of a foam pad, without
scratching the surface of the finish.
She followed it with a thorough rinse
of normal wash and water and all was
good again. She was so enthused about
the effectiveness that she continued
to clean in each wheel well until the
tar was dispatched. For years, I’ve
started my exterior washing under the
bonnet with a spritz of the engine bay
with Simple Green (carefully protecting anything electrical with plastic
or at least never spraying product or
water directly at those areas) and then
a thorough rinse with water. I always
come away with a new appreciation
of how nice the MG can look under
the hood when I’m done. I don’t know
why Simple Green is so good while being so gentle, but trust me, it works.
I like to use terry cloth towels
to dry my cars, I just make sure that
the towels are clean, and haven’t
been used for any other purpose as I
get bad reviews when I get stray dirt
onto a bath towel that belongs in the
automotive cleaning rag storage area
located next to the upstairs bath. I’ve
also found that if I use a towel to first
dry off our golden retriever, Abbey,
on a rainy day, the long red dog hairs
don’t look good on the Old English
White MGB or the Ivory MG TD. The
machine washing takes out any dirt
or contaminants that may damage

the finish on
subsequent
uses, and I have
a cabinet in
the garage that
holds my car
wash towels.
If you
choose to follow up with a
wax protectant,
or if your finish
is heavily oxidized, there are
products that
may prove to
be good temporary protectors
and revitalize
the shine by
smoothing and
flattening the
surface and filling the microscopic fissures
disrupting the
reflection off
the surface
which is what
creates the
shine everyone
is looking for.
One that comes to mind is Meguiars
Deep Crystal Liquid Polish for dark cars.
Another is their Mirror Glaze product
line which is aimed at professional
paint shops. The liquid products are
really easy to apply, and there are other
products from Meguiars (and other
suppliers) available that polish as well
as wax. I try to stay away from the
spray on products that clean and shine
without water, it’s another case of possibly rubbing dirt into the finish and
causing micro scratches, but on a clean
car just before a car show, that type of
product can be handy. I keep a bunch
of microfiber detailing cloths on hand
for cleaning and waxing in the same
cabinet as the soft towels. A soft bristle
brush can remove wax residue from
seams and other areas where the powder creates an unsightly mess.
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Wire Wheels
I used to not have to deal with
these, as the TD was never offered
with wire wheels, and just as the lads
at Abingdon, I firmly believed in the
strength, weight savings and ease
of care of disk wheels, such as the
Rostyles that used to be on Maggie.
However, ever since the Wire Wheel
Conversion that Turned into a Restoration, I do contend with wire wheels
and I have found that jacking up one
side of the car, removing both wire
wheels, taking them to the garage sink
allows me to do a thorough yearly
cleaning job with minor cleaning
in between. I use Simple Green and a
bristle brush, followed by a hot rinse.
I’m not a big fan of ‘glossy’ tires, so I
may clean stubborn spots with a tire
cleaner, and then allow to them to air
dry. I then remount the wire wheels
with a bit of anti seize on the thread
and splines, keeping a close eye on the
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potential for migration to other parts
of the car where anti-seize is undesirable as was previously mentioned.
Remember that wire wheels are always
removed and installed while the
tires are in the air to prevent imparting the hammer blows through the
spokes to the ground. The adage is
“Down in Front, Take it Off” from the
old burlesque days, which means to
strike the forward side of the spinner
or wheel nut when removing, and the
aft side of the spinner or wheel nut
when tightening, on either side of the
car. When two successive blows of the
hammer do not result in the rotation
of the spinner or the wheel nut, it is
tight enough. You may want to get the
wheels off on a dark rainy night along
the road side at some point, so herculean efforts to drive the spinner home
is frowned upon.
If you properly clean your MG
prior to storage as part of your end of
season ritual, and cover it with a soft
car cover during its slumber, you will
be rewarded with instantaneous
driving gratification in the spring.
And if you store your MG at home,
there is just something about removing a portion of the car cover and
seeing the bright shiny paint while
gently caressing the ultra smooth
finish to make one yearn for the warm
days to come. Just try not to let anyone
catch you doing it.
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Engine Bay Clean-up
By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG
Group

I

f you are like
many owners,
your MG might
appear busy and
daunting under the
bonnet. Wires, hoses, and pipes seem
to run in random
fashion, from one
mysterious component to another,
back to the engine
and then over to
Maggie, the 1970 Wire Wheel Conversion that turned into a Restoration,
the inner wing
had an engine bay that would clean up OK when needed, but after five
somewhere. Perhard years of use by her owner just cleaning would no longer do. During
haps after you’ve
the restoration we set about creating a show room in the engine bay,
had a chance to
however, you can do nearly the same job without even pulling the engine.
work on a system
those who would rather drive their
that area makes a bit more sense and
cars than fix what doesn’t appear to be
seems more orderly, but on the whole,
broken. But for the rest of you, maybe
it’s like staring into the insides of a
your car received a nice coat of “pull
computer case when contemplating a
me over red” but the engine area is still
memory or a video card upgrade.
in the original “Bronze Yellow”. Or
After a period of ownership you
perhaps you really would like to tidy
don’t see all the clutter. You see an
things up figuring a clean engine bay
oil dipstick, maybe the fuse block,
prevents the degradation caused by
perhaps the radiator and oil fill. You
the three enemies of our cars; namely,
no longer see the dirt, the ruined
moisture, acids, and dirt. Grime
paint, the frayed wires that contrast
can hold all of these to the surfaces
sharply with the decent interiors or
involved, and the combinations of the
pretty good-to-excellent exterior paint three are constantly trying to return
finishes. At car shows, perhaps you
your car to the elements of the earth
recognize the disparity down deep
from which it sprung.
and you don’t open your bonnet when
A clean engine compartment also
displaying your car, instead you say
makes the engine area and the associsomething like “I think opening the
ated systems easier to work with, and
bonnet spoils the lines of the car” or
when trouble arises, that much easier
“There really isn’t anything special
to trouble shoot and spiff up again. A
about the engine bay on an MG so why little pre-planning can go a long way
open it up for display?” And of course,
in this process. Robert Browning of
you’re right. There isn’t anything speAtlanta (his photos of his engine bay
cial about your MG under there… but
project are one of the cars featured in
you can change that, easily.
this article) mentioned to me, “I had
By this time I probably have lost
been planning on doing this for about
all the readers who do have an impeca year and had been collecting the
cable engine compartment, as well as
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batteries will keep
your digital friend
in action for a long
time.

Day Two:

Degrease everything as completely
as possible. Gunk®
makes some nice
degreasing sprays
that are water
soluble, and do a
One of the pictures as I shot around the engine bay with a digital camera pretty good job.
prior to dismantling everything. The picture shows ground locations, rout- Direct any high
pressure water
ing of tubing, many little details I knew I wouldn’t remember later.
away from engine
small containers with lids from fast
openings,
and
exercise
reasonable
food restaurants. They worked great
caution around electrics. Let things
for holding bolts and small parts. As I
cleaned every part, bolt, etc., they were dry thoroughly before re-starting the
engine. If you have a really good extelabeled and set aside. When I went to
rior paint job, you may want to protect
put it all back together it was like I was
your fenders, windscreen and other
using all new parts and it was actually
areas with old blankets and sheets.
fun and went quickly.” So without
You can wash these later for additional
further ado, here is a conceptual plan
uses. If you choose to use blankets and
that can be followed for a three week,
sheets located in the linen closet next
evenings only, engine bay clean-up
to the guest room, you are entirely on
project.
your own.
Day One: Working around the
Day Three through Six: Strip the
engine bay, photograph everything.
engine bay of inner wing mounted
Skip nothing. I recommend that you
components. Again, take a lot of close
don’t use the automotive restoration
up digital pictures and bag and tag
camera that is located in the purse of
your spouse to record every movement fasteners, tubing, and other items.
You will be cleaning and refinishing
of your children or grandchildren. Inall these items later. You may want to
stead, go get a cheap, point and shoot
digital camera with a built-in flash and photograph all the fasteners for future
close up capability. Set the camera on 5 sorting, and then clean them up using
abrasion or de-rusting solutions. After
MB images; this will give you enough
cleaning, chase them with a tap or die
detail to see everything you need to
and then re-plate them. I like the weird
see, while keeping the file sizes down
little markings on the bolt heads and
and the speed up. My automotive
the Pozi-drive screw heads used by our
restoration camera is a Nikon Coolpix
benefactors at Abingdon, so I clean
L22 with a broken latch for the battery
and re-plate my fasteners with my gacompartment. It replaced a Coolpix
rage zinc plating set up which includes
L20 that also had a broken latch for
nice chromate finishes, but you can
the battery compartment. Although
also take a large container to a plating
masking tape does a good job of keephouse and they will come back a week
ing things together, unless you can get
later with a nice uniform coating of
one on ebay for $15 (I paid $20) pick
zinc. If you replace the rusty fasteners,
something else. On the other hand, its
you will need an assortment of #10-32
large viewing screen and its resistance
screws, 1/4-28 and 5/16-24 unified
to oil make it a good companion in
fine fasteners, all in various lengths
the garage. Two sets of rechargeable
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between 1/2 inch
and 1 inch. Also
figure on cleaning
up and plating various P-Clamps, clips
and hose clamps; or
replacing the same
with new.
Some of the
items you should
consider removing
are the oil cooler
lines and the oil
One of the pictures as I shot around the engine bay with a digital camera
cooler; the radiaprior to dismantling everything. The picture shows ground locations, routtor, radiator stays
and side supports; ing of tubing, many little details I knew I wouldn’t remember later.
the ignition wires
rivets from the hardware store.
and distributor; fuel lines and vents;
There are some items you may
the adsorption canister; the grille
wish to leave in place because they
basically anything that is in the way
can be incredibly difficult to wrestle
of cleaning and re-spraying the inner
in and out. The heater is one such item
wings and the front slam panel and
and it can be readily masked around
valance. If you still have the insulation for refurbishing. I do however recompads on the underside of the bonnet,
mend removing the brake lines and
remove those as well. Anything you
the master and clutch cylinders (and
think should be thrown away, do so
the PDWA if so equipped). One of the
only after you fit the replacement
things you have probably noticed by
piece. Valuable clues are often visible
now is that in the past, brake fluid has
on old parts that will prove handy to
leaked out of the master or the clutch
help you sort things out.
cylinder, and removed the paint, leavAll the electrical items will come
ing a rusty mass of metal. Achieving
off, although you probably won’t be
access to this area is important, and
removing the harness; just drape it
switching to silicone fluid now can
for now over the side of the wing with
eliminate these issues in the future.
a soft blanket protecting the paint
You can leave the main fuel line in
finish. A couple of hints: drain any
place, as well as the vent line running
fluids before you remove components,
to the rear of the car, and believe it or
the oil cooler will hold about a pint of
not, the steering column and even the
oil, so don’t turn it over until it is out
speedometer cable, but pull the cable
of the car. Use two wrenches when
short from inside the car if you wish.
removing tight connections, one of
Now, remove any loose paint; smooth
which to steady the fitting that is on
edges between finishes, clean up any
the assembly. Finally, things like the
rust; (TSP or Tri-Sodium Phosphate
radiator, its side valances, the oil cooler works nicely after these steps) and paslines and the oil cooler can come out
sivate any bare metal left behind with
as a single unit for bench work if you
a suitable solution of phosphoric acid
don’t desire to disassemble them on
based metal treatments. This is also a
the car. Check with the usual suppliers good time to take stock of any perfor replacement stickers for the heater,
ished grommets and push on seals for
engine information and the like, and
replacement at the proper time.
remove the commission number and
Day Seven and Eight: Here is the
other tags by drilling out the rivets.
time to give some attention to the enThese can be easily replaced later by
gine. If it doesn’t leak (much) you can
using a pop rivet gun and aluminum
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removes easily. If
you have done a
good enough job
with your degreasing, you can leave
the carburetors in
place, but masked
off if necessary.
If you remove
them, remove
them attached
to the manifold
and have a new
intake-exhaust
Ted Schneider, Jr’s master cylinder shelf before his project on the ‘Orgasket on hand for
phan GT’. I almost didn’t include this photo as I didn’t want to disturb the
replacement. The
squeamish.
exhaust manifold
spray or brush on some engine paint
itself hardly shows behind the heat
after another thorough degreasing.
shield, and can be painted with high
For the MGB, I like to use Dupli-Color
temperature paint, or sent off to JetDark Canyon Red (BFM0288) but I’ve
Hot coatings for treatment. If the heat
also heard that POR-15 has greatly imshield is in need of work, you can do
proved the color of their MG Maroon.
that on the bench. For this you will
If you have a car that came with an
need to remove the carburetors and
18V engine, you can source gloss black
get rid of all the dirt and grime. Paint
enamel. No need to worry about high
the entire shield with a metallic finish.
temperature paints; standard enamels
The original finish of the heat shield
are fine for the temperatures encounwas a light yellow cad plate, but that
tered on the motor. The more ancilmay be more detail than you require.
laries you remove from the engine,
The original heat shielding fabric on
the easier this job is, to a point. A nice
the rear side included asbestos, so wear
thing about the motor is that it gets so
a mask and completely encapsulate it
many items attached to it that many
in a sturdy sealed bag and dispose of it
flaws in the finish will not be visible
properly. High temperature plumbers’
later. For the MGC, it’s Green Metallic
protective cloth from the hardware
(Moss part #220-550) and for Midgets
store can be doubled, cut up and reup to 1972, it’s Austin Green (Moss
riveted to the reverse side to complete
part #220-580). Midgets with the 12V
the functionality of the shield.
and 1500 engines were black so you
Some things to consider are to procan source gloss black enamel like for
tect the engine number plate on the
the 18V MGB engines.
RH side of the block, and to check the
Beyond this, masking is your
braided strap for the engine to chassis
friend. I like the green 3M® masking
ground while it is all easy to get at. This
tape (not frog tape) that is available
also might be a good time to send your
from most automotive paint suppliers.
distributor to Advanced Distributors
It can stay in place a long time withfor refurbishing. The rocker cover, and
out leaving a residue and sticks very
any careful polishing of the carburetor
well to almost any grease free surface.
suction chambers can be left for later,
Otherwise, newsprint, painters maskor you can do them now and set them
ing paper, and clingy clear sandwich
aside. Once the engine is completely
wrap are your friends. Here is another
refinished to your satisfaction, wrap it
helpful hint: aluminum foil does a
up tightly with masking paper, sheets,
great job of protecting oddly shaped
anything that will protect the finish in
objects, can be formed in place and
the next steps, keeping the wrapping
44
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well clear of the
inner wings. Robert
Browning took the
extra step of masking off the orifices
on the engine prior
to masking the
entire package.
This is an excellent
practice to protect
the engine, and
with the colored
tape available, easy
to spot before you Back taping for blending Concept with Deltron 03.jpg
reassemble things. Caption: Back-taping provides a feathered edge between the old and

Day Nine and
Ten: Now is the

new colors, making the seam between the two almost invisible.

time to fix any flaws in the engine bay
wiring harness and recover the blue
vinyl wrap with the non-sticky wrap
available from the usual sources. The
wires on the system in the engine
bay which seem to suffer the most are
the blue wires (blue with white and
blue with red) for the headlamps; the
purple and purple with black wires for
the horns; and the white wires for the
ignition system. Assure these are all
in good order and repair any problem
areas. A bit of lacquer thinner on a
soft rag will bring the luster back to
PVC coated wires and remove years
of grime. Finish the bullet ends to a
bright shine with emery paper. To rewrap the harness, start with the pigtail
ends of the harness, apply the blue
wrap with even, overlapping wraps
toward the main trunk. Terminate the
ends by pulling the wrap tight while
passing it under itself. Do this well
onto the main trunk for each pigtail.
Now starting from the first exposed
portion of the main trunk, wrap
towards the opening where the wires
penetrate into the compartment from
the interior of the car, and terminate
the wrap there. The harness going to
the underside of the car may be a cloth
type. Various cloth covers are available, or if it isn’t rotted you can clean it
with a dry brush. Finally, lay in a supply of single and double bullet sleeves.
When you reconnect everything

later, using new sleeves and dielectric
grease is a really great way to keep the
conductivity high and the resistance
(and heat) low.

Day Eleven: Cover or mask all por-

tions of the car including all the way
back to the rear of the car, and the interior. Coil the exposed wire harness,
bag it in a closed plastic bag and lay
it across the masked wing. Cover the
ends you can’t bag with aluminum foil
and do the same for the fuel lines, fuel
vent lines, the steering column, and
any other systems you left in place.
Cover the suspension and wheels as
well, and tape up any orifices and
openings. This is where preparation
really pays off, because tomorrow you
are painting. A helpful hint is to backtape the exposed area between the
exterior original color you are preserving, and the new paint in the engine
bay. This process provides a feathered
edge between the old and new paint
making the seam almost invisible.
Back-taping requires applying the tape
in an edge toward your new area, and
then folding it back onto the surface
you intend to leave the original color.
Apply tape over the exposed sticky
part of the back-tape onto the original
color surface, and then mask beyond
that. Don’t forget to completely mask
off the ‘good’ side of the bonnet.

Day Twelve and Thirteen:

If you didn’t remove your heater, or
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some sins. However, if painting is
not your best area,
your choices are
to do this with a
mentor whose work
you respect, farm
it out, or do it with
a rattle can, all of
which can yield
satisfactory results.
Whatever you do,
stick with a single
system of coatings
to prevent uninRobert Browning, of Atlanta, sent in this photo of his masked engine
tended
chemical
bay shown after shooting with Damask Red. He also advises the use of
reactions; avoid
Petroleum Jelly as an effective masking tool.
high moisture/
other things that require black underhumidity, both in the free air and in
bonnet finish spray the heater box and your system; and use only the amount
other items with Rustoleum® 7777 satin of product necessary while wearing
black finish, although some people
full face protection to cut down the exfavor a gloss finish. You can get pints
posure of your lungs to VOCs (Volatile
and quarts and cut it with 15% acetone Organic Compounds, or the stuff that
for spraying with your spray gun, or
carries the product to the surface only
simply spray it from a rattle can. Mask
to evaporate away leaving the hard
off the adjoining area first. When
finish behind). The DAS302X can be
these items are dry, mask the heater
top coated within 15 minutes; if you
and other objects for the engine bay
wait longer than 72 hours you need to
paint.
mechanically scuff the surface. After
the surface is primed, your next step
Day Fourteen: Because of all the
is color. For the undulating surface
undulations and uneven surfaces
noted, I like single stage paint, meaninvolved in the areas under the hood,
ing it won’t require a clear coat when
you probably want a good shine which
it is colored, and will dry to a hard,
will result in an easy to maintain
surface, but you probably won’t be able shiny finish. Again, because I like
the PPG Deltron® products, I would use
to avoid completely the runs which
their Concept Single Stage DCCacrylic
may occur due to uneven surfaces and
urethane top coat. The Deltron prodthe difficulty in applying the paint in
ucts require mixing with reducers and
direct even strokes. That’s OK because
hardeners, so follow the data sheets
you will be adding back onto the surexactly for prep, mixing and curing
face a lot of components and they will
times. If you choose another route for
hide a myriad of sins. Now is a good
spraying, you will need to do your own
time for a final degreasing with a purinvestigation. Regardless, before you
pose made paint preparation chemical
start the project you need to arrange
like PPG’s D845.
for a color match with the color finish
It’s always exciting to start coveron your car, a process most automoing prepped surfaces with primer and
tive paint suppliers can help you with.
paint, and this won’t be an excepA good tip is to apply the products in
tion. I recommend using the PPG
several light even coats, spaced apart
Deltron® products, and would probably
according to the recoat times of your
start with the DAS302X acrylic ureproduct. A single heavy coat is likely to
thane primer sealer, unless I needed to
create runs.
use a high build primer first to cover
46
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The underside of the bonnet
should also be
finished, as well
as the slam panel
and the area just
behind the grille.
The underside of
the bonnet doesn’t
need a perfect finish in the centers,
because you will
be using brush-on
contact cement to
apply a new hood
insulation pad. After the primer and
color are applied,
immediately remove the masking,
working away from
the new finish.

Ted Schneider, Jr. of NE Ohio took a slightly different approach on the
‘Orphan GT’, fixing areas of damage in smaller steps, or spot refurbishing. This picture is after he brushed on primer to the repaired area damaged by his leaking master cylinders. Notice the clever use of soda straws
split the long way to provide masking and protection to the brake lines.

Day Fifteen: This is touch up day
one. Besides brushing Rustoleum Satin
Black 7777 on the steering column and
any exposed portions that caught engine bay paint or should otherwise be
black; you can also touch up (without
hardeners or reducers), any small edges
of the engine bay that missed some
color. You will be doing this again
when finished, so if there are areas
that will require your attention later,
simply put a bit of green masking tape
next to the flaw.
Day Sixteen

through Twentyone: The assembly
is as they say;
the reverse of the
removal. During down times,
and perhaps even
starting now, each
item that you are
replacing in the
engine bay should
be cleaned, painted
as needed, or replaced with new if
it suits you. Things
like fuel lines and
oil cooler lines can

be upgraded with braided protected
hoses; the heater valve can be disassembled and reworked; the valance
panels on either side of the radiator
should be cleaned up and painted;
even the radiator can be carefully
examined, the fins straightened with
the aid of a thin flat screwdriver blade,
and a very light coating of flat black
applied. You don’t want to inhibit heat
transfer with a thick coat of gloss on
the fins!
If you are changing over your
brake fluid this may extend the project
a bit, or if your system is in good shape,

Ted Schneider, Jr’s project was a partial clean-up but it is worth showing
the results. A big improvement in engine bay presentation can be made
in little steps. Ted used both rattle can spray and small brushes from paint
mixed from the appropriate paint code for the Bracken color.
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how you attached
an item, simply
remove it and try a
different approach.
You may want to
polish carburetor
suction chambers;
renew fuel filters;
refinish your air
cleaner housings;
or add bling where
it suits you. The
last items to go on
after the engine is
running again and
Maggie has a wonderful new engine bay; after all, leaving it green when
the
timing and fuel
the overall car was changed to Old English White would have looked
systems to specifitatty. Although this was an ‘engine out’ clean-up similar results are poscation and leak free
sible with the engine in place.
are the decals and
maybe not so much. Either way, if you
other identifying marks on the valve
are unsure of your abilities in this area, cover, heater and slam panels.
get some qualified help or consult a
Future work on the car will be
mentor. The removal of the master
much easier now and the maintenance
cylinders and rebuilding or replacing
required to keep the engine bay in this
them, even if you are staying with poly condition will be both satisfying and
glycol DOT 3 or 4 fluids may help presimple. One of my favorite cleaners
vent a future paint-stripping failure.
for continuous maintenance tasks
If you kept good records and phois Simple Green®, along with liberal uses
tos, things should go together quite
of warm water and car wash soaps.
well. Expose bare metal at any locaRubber hoses can be kept up with good
tion that receives an electrical ground
rubber cleaners. If you keep some of
with emery paper by hand or with
that left over color paint handy, you
a Dremel, use dielectric grease on all
can make minor touch ups as needed.
connections as mentioned, including
And who knows? Maybe it will be your
ground connections. The use of star
MG at the next car show with its bonwashers which will dig into the metal
net open!  Safety Fast!
at ground points will create good me  
chanical and electrical connections.
Your desire to
improve the look of
your engine bay is
now only limited by
your imagination,
even within the confines of avoiding mission creep. But as you
assemble things, try
to take direct routes,
keep the strain
off lines and wire
bundles by supporting them properly,
Robert Browning’s finished engine bay on his 1973 MGB. His beautiful
and if you don’t like results are partly responsible for inspiring this article.
48
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Spitgit or Midgfire
By Dave Braun
Minnesota MG
Group

T

his past
winter there
was about
six inches of snow
on the ground in
Hastings, and Maggie, the MGB
and Tommy, the
MG TD were safely
in storage for the
duration of their
long winters’ nap.
The 1974 Triumph My first Spitfire, a Pimento Red 1975 model that I acquired in my third
Spitfire, Sammy,
year of college. I’m 20 in the photo. I drove him year ‘round, hence the ski
on the other hand, rack.
is getting plenty
Morris, Wolseley, Rolls Royce, Jaguar,
of attention, sandwiched between
Aston Martin and others. Reciting that
work on my aviation projects and the
list reminds me of how strong the Britcarburetors people have been sending
ish car industry once was, and what a
in for rebuilding and repairs. One of
shame that it all went asunder. In fact,
the things that confuse me a bit about
the tenuous status of the industry was
having a Spitfire is that there seems
the second reason I cited in my defense
to be a fairly serious rivalry between
of our little Spitfire project. The 1975
the MG sort of folk and the Triumph
and later MG Midget left the factory
camp. I may be naive, but I really have
not with an MG (Austin) ‘A-Series’
a hard time understanding why.
engine as the previous models had, but
I was at lunch with some MG
from that point until its production
friends the other day, and I menend, Midgets were delivered with the
tioned Sammy’s project, and was
Triumph 1500 engine and the Morris
greeted by a couple of jeers and some
Marina (Spitfire, Herald, TR-7) gearbox
general sincere disbelief that I was
even tackling such a car. I responded
by pointing out that most of the
components in Sammy are directly
related and in many cases even the
same as those found on MGs. From
the Laycock Engineering overdrives,
to the Smiths instruments, to the
wiper motor, to the key switch; and a
lot of little parts in between, especially as provided by Lucas; the parts and
execution are nearly identical.
As I’ve written in the past, the
wiring codes set down by Lucas for
the British car industry were used on
MG and Triumph, along with Austin,
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behind it, as Federalizing the 1275 cc
A-Series engine was no longer affordable.
The Midget is an interesting little
car in its own right, being directly
descended from the Frog Eye Sprite
of Austin Healey fame. If you look at
the sheet metal just behind the front
wheel well on a Midget you can still
see the vestiges of the forward opening
bonnet interface from the Frog Eye. In
fact the little Sprite and its subsequent
more modern albeit bootless and
windowless progeny were manufactured alongside the MG Midget in our
beloved Abingdon MG Car Company
Works. Other cars made at Abingdon
included Riley, and the Morris Traveler
and Van. The Midget was conceived as
an ‘upscale’ Sprite and always had a bit
more trim, and a bit more price than
its cousin. The similarity of the cars
gave rise to the term ‘Spridget’ used to
lump the two almost identical models together. The Midget continued
to soldier on beyond the Sprite when
Donald Healy pulled the plug on the
relationship between BMH and Austin
Healey after he declined to accede to
an Austin Healey MGC to be called the
‘3000 Mk IV’. By the time the relationship ended officially in 1971, the
last 1,022 Sprites rolled off the line as
‘Austin Sprites’.
The Spitfire was always in direct
competition with the Midget, and Triumph fans loved to point out the myriad of years that the Spitfire ‘outsold’
the Midget… even when the totals of
50

the Midget and Sprite were added
together. Graham Robson, a well
known British automotive writer
(his works include ‘Essential MG’)
was first and foremost a Triumph
aficionado, and in fact, worked for
Triumph in the competitions department in the early 60s, eventually rising to the Triumph factory
competitions team manager.
His book, Triumph Spitfire and
GT6 is a lot of fun to read, as long
as you’re willing to set aside your
fondness for all things Abingdon.
The truth is that early-on the
Spridget had it all over the Spitfire,
except in pure acceleration, possible
due to the Spitfire’s lower weight. The
Spridget had a superior suspension
and was built on a uni-body where the
chassis was incorporated into the sheet
metal for the body. The Spitfire had
a separate (but very rigid) body on a
wishbone shaped chassis adopted from
the Herald. It had to be rigid because
in order to adopt the low stance of the
car, the seating positions had to be
nestled below the chassis level, and the
lack of a top required extra stiffness
be built into the side members of the
body. The Spitfire’s body alone, when
mounted on a rotisserie for restoration,
is every bit as stiff as an MGB, MGC, or
Midget’s.
The small engine bay and interior
of the Midget caused it to suffer a bit
with the substitution of the Triumph
1500 engine for the Austin 1275,
and the Marina single-rail gearbox.
It wasn’t possible to provide a really
good exhaust manifold, and by this
time only the single Zenith Stomberg
150CD carburetor was being offered.
The Zenith Stromberg is an interesting
carburetor, pretty much invented by
Triumph engineers to avoid buying
the SU carburetors which were now a
Morris Motors concern. To make the
build of the carburetors easier they eschewed the close tolerance piston and
suction chamber interface and instead
fitted a rubber diaphragm to provide
the necessary relationship between the
pressure downstream and the pressure
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under the suction chamber. Thus, the
operating principle is almost the same,
but just as the HIF gained complication and passages over the simpler
HS series, the Zenith Stromberg did
as well to meet the growing emissions requirements in the Federalized
versions. Nor was there any room in
the Midget for an overdrive gearbox,
although I know some have been fitted
since by modifying the sheet metal
that interfered.
Where the Midget really shone
compared to the Spitfire was in
handling. For the first seven years of
production, the Spitfire’s fixed transverse rear spring of the independent
rear suspension would cause a severe
tuck-under of the inside wheel in hard
cornering, and if you were caught
unaware, the resulting snap could
be fearsome. In 1970, a remedy was
derived which Triumph called a ‘swing
spring’. In this new derivation, the
lower leaf carried the bulk of the connection to the rear vertical link, with
the other leaves allowed to slide over a
pivot to compensate for loading only.
This required an overall softer rear
spring, and a massive front anti-sway
bar, but the revision worked and the
rear suspension was much improved.
In a couple of year’s time the rear track
was widened slightly as well. Another
result of the transverse rear spring and
independent rear suspension of either
stripe on the Spitfire was that the most
effective handling geometry included
a bit of negative camber at the rear
wheels, with the bottoms of the tires
resting further outboard than the tops.
None of these kinds of idiosyncrasies
affected the Spridget, but the Spitfire,
with its rakish good looks, superior interior space, and excellent access under
the forward hinged bonnet carried the
day in certain camps.
By the time Sammy, the 1974
Spitfire that Followed Me Home, was
produced, the free revving 1300 (1296)
cc engine was no longer available
except in Europe. In North America, in
order to cope with increasing emissions standards, the once 68 bhp en-

gine was down to a paltry 48 bhp and
something had to be done to reverse
the trend. Previously, the 1300 had
received heavier connecting rods and
a less aggressive camshaft in a bid to
commonize parts with other Triumph
models. In 1973, Triumph decided to
increase the stroke another half inch
(11.5mm) to create the 1500 (1493) cc
engine. With a USA spec of a single
Stomberg Carburetor as mentioned,
and the three-into-one exhaust
manifold, the engine managed 57 bhp
at a lower RPM than before, but since
torque was up to 74 ft-lbs over the
previous 61 ft-lbs, within an eyelash
of the torque available before federalization, the engine was viewed as an
improvement.
In Europe, the 1300 equipped
Spitfires gave way to 1500 models
across the board in 1975, but these
included some choice pieces that made
the Euro-Spec Spitfires more spirited
than their North American counterparts. The European Spitfires did not
get the clumsy and heavy front and
rear over-riders to cope with the Federal five mph bumper restrictions. The
forward hinging bonnet attachment
still needed some coverage, but instead
a small bumperette was fitted in the
front, while at the rear there was never
the large square bumper cover, or even
the rubber bumpers from the last years
of North American production.
Nor was the European 1500
strangled with the single Stromberg
and a 7.5:1 compression ratio. Instead
it was equipped with twin SU HS4s
with a clever three-into-two exhaust
manifold similar to that of the MGB,
along with a robust 9.0:1 compression
ratio. It did however receive the lower
performance cam that was presented
across the board with the 1500 engine,
good for 71 bhp and 82 ft-lbs of torque.
Finally, the rear drive ratio fitted in Europe was 3.63:1, compared to 3.89:1 in
North America, because the lower ratio
wasn’t needed to make up for the loss
in power. Interestingly, the OD gearbox was difficult to source in North
America where it would have done the
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the ‘big valve’ 1300
head, it is does have
decent sized valves
and the combustion chamber is
much smaller than
the 1500’s. Since
the head doesn’t
flow really well in
any guise and porting is hit-and-miss
on the Triumph
head, I’m not really
concerned about
the inlet valve size,
but the set up will
have a compression
ratio comparable
to the 9.0:1 found
The Spitfire body on a rotisserie. No special bracing required.
on the European
models. You can
most good compared to Europe, but
achieve the same with flat top pistons
not as difficult as it was to get on the
by shaving the 1500 head, but the
North American MGB.
1300’s smaller combustion volume
So what are our goals for Sammy?
coupled with a very slight shave and
In short, now that Dr. Mike and I have
the dished cylinders of a 1500 low
finished his body and paint, Sammy is
compression engine will yield a supegetting a conglomeration of 1300
rior charge mix, and that equals more
and European 1500 parts, including
power and economy. Of course, it goes
the early 1300 camshaft running in
without saying that we have on hand
cam bearings (not straight in the cast
a set of vertical mount HS4s and the
iron block as on the later engines).
obligatory inlet manifold. The Weber
Although the head I’ve sourced is not
carburetor that the
previous owner installed is long gone
on eBay, along with
the Federalized
exhaust manifold.
In its place will
be the European
three-into-two
and then the twointo-one collector
pipe. An oil cooler
with a thermostat
will round out the
engine, as many
European Spitfires
suffered terribly
on the Autobahn
and the Motorways; along with
an electric radiator
Shown is the Weber that got sold on eBay, and the stock Federalized
fan, both to save
Manifold
52
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rack. The Spitfire
of course comes
with a beautiful
wooden dash but
the ’74 lacked boot
and map lighting
and other niceties,
so we are adding those items,
along with the
interior armrest
found on the GT-6
and later Spitfire
models. The most
expensive item
is the overdrive
single rail gearbox to replace the
non-overdrive
Assembly of the Swing Spring in place on Sammy’s chassis shows the
three rail box that
pivot and the clamping plate for the lowest leaf.
is already at home
in a ’72 Spitfire in
horsepower and to provide a better
North Carolina. And it goes without
margin of cooling in traffic. Finally, to
saying that I filled and bled the brakes
make all of this work nicely together,
with Silicone DOT 5 fluid last night,
an Advanced Distributors Delco unit
and I’ve been working steadily on
with the tachometer drive, but withrevamping the wiring harness to get
out the vacuum retard is being set up
(along with Pertronix triggering in lieu rid of the seatbelt warnings and other
non-essential circuits. I’m not sure
of points) because the Delco points are
what license plate I’ll be givingSammy,
just terrible.
but it won’t be derogatory to MGs or
We have also stripped the bumany other make, rather it will celebrate
pers of their oversized pieces and
the common British motoring herifound a later style square luggage
tage that is shared
among the LBCs
we all love and
cherish.
Many of the
things we chose to
do are costly, but
can be done to a
Midget 1500 with
a bit of imagination and work. If
you want some
specific ideas
for your Midget
1500, contact your
favorite mentor
for some advice,
or peruse the
Triumph websites.
There are a lot of
The Eurospec manifold is being test fitted, along with the two-into-one collector. people who, alThe MG Driver • July / August 2014
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ebay master cylinder.

Girling clutch cylinder repair kit.

Instrument panel cleaned up ready to wire.

Crating for shipping.

Master Cylinder installed.

though seemingly sensitive about not
being at the top of the sports car world
in the UK, will still be glad to help out
and share with you their experiences.
The Spitfire shared some traits
with the larger Triumphs, including
the goofy hand operated windscreen
washer pump, the hard to reach ignition key, the knob mounted overdrive
switch and the electrical relay for the
horns. The goal for Sammy is to expe54
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rience what driving a Euro-spec Spitfire 1500 might have been like, skinny
13-inch tires and all, something that
I missed with the brace of Spitfires I
owned in college, and later at my first
job. You see, before I laid hands on my
soon-to-be-mine MG TD in 1979, I was
a Triumph guy. But first and foremost,
I was a British car guy.
Safety Fast!
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Basic MG: Exhaust Hanger Refurbishment
By Mike Smith

A

fter yet another exhaust hanger
failure, I decided to modify the
existing part, rather than buy
another or replace it with a tacky aftermarket part.
So...
First, glue the parts back together
with epoxy, this is only to hold things
in alignment while you modify the
hanger.
While the glue sets, turn down the
heads of four, 1/4-20x2” carriage bolts
to a diameter of just less than 1/2”. I
used my lathe, but you can use a drill
and file to do the same thing.
After the glue sets, drill 1\4” holes at
the four corners of the hanger,

through both metal plates and the rubber insert.
Next, counter bore two 1/2” holes,
diagonally on one side, only through
the plate and 1/3 of the way through
the rubber. Repeat the process on the
other side for the other holes.
Insert carriage bolts through the holes
so their heads go through the counter
bores and when tightened using 1/420 nuts and lock washers, are below
the level of the plates so there is no
metal to metal contact.
Cut off excess carriage bolt thread and
finish as you chose.
Never buy another hanger!

Turned down carriage bolt.

Failed hanger and bolts needed
for the refurbishment
56

The four drilled holes through both metal brackets and the inside rubber

the four drilled holes and the two counterbored
holes.
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Assembled and ready for paint.

Finished and painted.
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver
Hello John,
I have a 7h 12v 74 76 / 69152b Lucas
Horn. Is there a manual for this that I
could purchase? Drill out the rivets, need
measurements for the height of the points.
Where to set the power , were to set the
Vom, to bench test. Thank you, —Tony
Tony,
Try David Nock, British Car
Specialists, Stockton, California. His
father, Norman, had a complete
collection of Lucas manuals. On the
other hand, I would simply remove
the rivets, clean all that’s inside, and
adjust the horn by tone. When it is
loudest it’s usually the correct pitch.
You’ll drive your neighbors C R A Z Y if
you let it blow for several minutes.
Lawrie Rhoads in Medfield,
Massachusetts, rebuilds horns as a
cottage service business. He might be
able to help.
John,
Today, I took the dash pots and
plungers out of the HS6 carbs on my 1970
MGB and cleaned with carb cleaner and
replaced, then I took off the float bowl
covers and cleaned and checked float level
and reinstalled. When I started the car it
went to 4000 rpm and I can’t get it to slow
down. I checked the throttle cable to see if
sticking and it is fine. I also checked the
butterfly valves to see if they were sticking
and they are working fine. Do you have any
idea what might be my problem? The only
other things I did today were to change fuel
filter and I put in new plugs.
Thanks for any help, —Marshall
Marshall,
You have air entering the inlet system from somewhere. It is
the position of the butterfly due to
58
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adjustment of the throttle screw, the
fast idle screw or some debris at the
disc. You don’t need much of a leak to
push the idle to 4000. Take those suction chambers off again and clean the
inside of the carb throat thoroughly
with carb cleaner and compressed air
if you have it. The
problem you have is not the float
height, the fuel filter, or oil in the
dashpots – it’s a function of the position of the throttle plate (assuming
there are no leaks at the manifold).
Mr. Twist,
In my lifetime I’ve owned 14 MG’s. At
least half of them required restarting after
years in hibernation. Could you please in a
future video address the issue of stale gas/
rust contamination in the gas tank, fuel
pump, lines, and points forward?
Thanks, your loyal fan and recent
customer,
Bob Gall
Yes, I’ll do a video about revival next
time Dayton comes in! Thanks for the
suggestion!
Hello John,
I am about at my wits end trying to
install a new MGB Header Rail Seal. What
is the MGB Header Rail Seal Installation
SECRET? Thanks for any help you can give
me. I enjoy the newsletter and so does my
wife. Sadly we have no real MGB Guru in
this area.
Safety Fast! —Joe Kaiser
Joe,

The header bar attaches to the
top frame with those six Phillips
screws; the header seal retainer attaches to the header bar with rivets
(unless the old retainer has been
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drilled out with too large a bit, so
then you have to use larger rivets or
screws). Make certain to shake all the
dilled rivet pieces out of the end of
header bar. Then, lay the seal along
the retainer, push the back side (rear
side towards rear of the car) into
place and roll the front lip of the seal
into the retainer. I just asked Curt –
he said the new Moss seals will roll in
by hand. Otherwise, use a very wide
screwdriver or narrow stiff scraper.
Hi, John:
Do you recommend the use of Speedisleeves on MGB rear axle shafts? If so, is
there a specific model number to use, or
do they vary? If you can give me the proper
model number it would be very helpful.
Thanks! —Rick
Rick,
On the later MGB differential, GT
/ Tubed / Salisbury, the two rear hub
oil seals run on a conical collar fitted
between the rear axle bearing and
the rear hub. Over time these can
become pitted or grooved. Here, we
spin them up on the lathe and polish
them glass smooth. When fitting,
always apply some grease to the lip
of the seal and to the conical collar
so you don’t start driving with dry
surfaces. If your collars are too pitted
to clean, you can purchase new ones
from Moss as a 266-030 for about $35
each. These collars are the same part
as used on the TD and TF!
Hi John,
I have been playing with MGs,
Austin-Healeys, Triumphs, and Jags since

1969, but have not run into the issue I
have with a 1098 Midget/Sprite engine. I
have been on line trying to figure out how
to stop the rear main/scroll from leaking
large amounts of oil. The engine supposedly had been rebuilt, plus I believe that
the engine has a performance cam (it runs
with a pretty good lope & may contribute
to the issue). The engine runs well at higher
speeds and then when the car is brought to
a stop and run at an idle for a short time
the leak begins and runs/pours out of the
bellhousing vent. I think that the pressure
in the sump must increase when the car is
run at high speeds and pushes the oil out
the rear scroll when the vacuum is lower. I
have tried several things to help relieve the
pressure.
When I got the car, someone had
added a PCV valve from the valve cover to
the intake and the road tube from the side
tappet cover was open (but the extension
tube was missing). With this set-up the oil
would pour out of the bellhousing when
the car had been driven at higher RPMs.
I then made-up an added oil collector/
vent tube from the blanking plate for the
mechanical fuel pump, I ran a hose to the
carb ports, plugged the road draft tube and
left the PCV valve in-place connected to
the valve cover (with vented cap). The oil
issue became less but there is still too much
oil dripping from the bellhousing when the
engine is returned to idle. I now can speed
the engine up and the steady drip dissipates to nothing. I opened the road draft
tube and tried car out with worse results.
Would a later 1275 timing chain cover
with breather help? Am I stuck having to
pull the engine and gearbox to tear down
the engine to check everything out? Any
suggestions
Thank you, —Brad
Wik
Brad,
The success
of the rear main
seal is the clearance between the
scroll thread on the
crankshaft and the
housing that fits
around it. Whenever
we rebuild an engine
with a scroll thread
(T-types, MGA/
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MGB 3-main, Midget A-Series), we
have the bottom end align bored or
align honed. This is the ONLY way of
ensuring that the system works well. I
suspect you’ll have to do this, too; but
always work through the PCV system
first.
The inside of the engine CANNOT
be under pressure or that rear main
will leak mercilessly. So, open the oil
draft tube and ensure that the hose
from the valve cover is fitted to the
air cleaner. Use NO PCV valves!! You
want at least ambient pressure in the
crankcase, NOT pressure.
By venting the valve cover, timing cover, or sump (from your fuel
pump cover) through a Smith’s PCV
valve (and making the corresponding change in the carb needles), you
can run a slight vacuum in the sump.
That will slow down the leaking, but I
doubt if it will eliminate it. And, once
you start putting too much vacuum
inside the engine then the air/fuel
mixture is compromised and the car
may not run as well.
John,
Is there any place to get shims from
my 1977 MGB Tube Differential? I need to
ensure the pinion depth and backlash is set
correctly.
Thanks in advance, —Rob McGill
Rob,
I truly know of no one who can
set up a differential correctly. Someone must be able to do this, but
who he is / who they are I do not
know. That leaves us in the situation of replacing a differential if it
becomes noisy. That
said, you can change
the front pinion
bearing without
difficulty. You can
check the backlash –
I believe that should
be 0.008-0.012” or
so.

mend someone who does?
Thank you. —Gordon
Gordon,
We send all our gauge work to
Nisonger Instruments, Mamaroneck,
New York. Find them at Nisonger.
com or 225 Hoyt Ave, Mamaroneck,
NY 10543, (914) 381-1952
Hi John,
My car is undergoing full restoration,
has been off the road about ten years it
takes a bit of starting, but once running
sounds decent having engine work done
some years ago. It’s still on leaded fuel
[additives now used] when running the exhaust emits black soot especially noticeable
if you place a piece of cardboard behind the
exhaust all fluids have been changed.
I find your videos truly excellent!
Thanks, —Steve in the UK
Steve,
If the gasoline is older it will start
with difficulty. If the car is simply
idling in the driveway, it will soot
up as idle is a relatively rich condition. My suggestion is to run the MG
on the carriageway at high speed for
an hour – purchase fresh petrol – and
drive it again. This will
clear it out. After this long test drive,
THEN concern yourself with whatever
faults remain.
Remember, too, that tetra-ethyl
lead is no longer in the petrol; it is
very dangerous; and at least in the
USA is is NOT available in any manner. Therefore, what you are adding
to your tank is not lead but some
snake oil substitute. Save your money

Sir,

Does your firm do
gauge rebuilds, specifically speedo and tach?
If not, can you recomThe MG Driver • July / August 2014
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for a good tune-up!
Thanks for the notes about the
videos -- they’re obviously fun to
make!
Howdy,
Love you’re videos and newsletter. I
have at least one issue with my ‘74 B. First
it’s a complete restoration and had a larger
engine put in. That was about eight years
ago. I put maybe 500 miles a year on it at
the most, probably closer to 200, but run it
at least once a month even in winter. The
last couple of years, intermittently (dreaded
word) when I have it on the Highway, and
hit around 65 mph, it all of a sudden loses
power and will drop down to 55mph max.
But this doesn’t always happen.
I seem to notice perhaps a correlation
with long slight upward grades when it
occurs more frequently but again, it doesn’t
always do that. I thought maybe it was due
to water in the tank. Yesterday with the
tank half full I put a can of sea foam in,
drove it a couple miles at the end of which I,
while moving, put it in neutral and revved
the engine a few times. White smoke
started pouring out from underneath. I got
home and there was some oil dripping off
the exhaust system towards the front. I obviously have some sort of oil leak (normally
the car is dry underneath), and it seems
to have stopped when it cooled. Any idea
what all is going on?
Thanks! —Mark
Mark,
Do you still have an MGB engine
in the car or have you fitted a V6 or
V8? The first problem – lack of power
at higher speeds – might have to
do with fuel supply. The fuel pump
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should put out one pint per minute.
If the lines are pinched, the filter
clogged.... then you might get less
fuel than optimum.
The second problem – the white
smoke could be smoke or it might be
steam? White smoke from the tailpipe
is an indicator of a leaking head gasket (coolant seeping into the combustion chamber). Brake fluid creates
white smoke, but a 1974 MGB doesn’t
have servo assisted brakes. Be certain
to check all your fluids but especially
the coolant (should be near the top
of the filler neck) and oil (should be
close to the MAX line on the dipstick).
Hello John,
I enjoy your video and YouTube casts.
I have a couple of Mk IX Jags, I know call
me a fool. I have the Burlen/SU catalogues,
and I understand them too. However on
the various main components of HD H and
HS, and may be HIF carbs a particular set
of numbers are often seen. Some the same
on different carbs (e.g. – HD and HS). The
numbers generally start with PDC and
followed by a numeric, I’m sure you know
what I mean, these numbers are on body,
dash pot, piston and fuel bowl.
What does the PDC mean and how it
applied and interpreted? I’ve asked Burlen,
self-elected experts, read blogs, asked the
various clubs. The general response has
been “don’t know” to some snarky and stupid remark. I am aware of PDC and how
it is applied to wheels etc. The application
with the arena of SUs seems to baffle all. I
would be grateful of any advice.
Best Regards, —Peter
		
Houston and London
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Peter,
Although I’m
aware of these
numbers, I’ve never
examined them
closely or done any
research to discern
their meaning. The
only person I know
who might know is
Joe Curto – joecurto.
com – as he is the
pre-eminent SU expert this side of the
Atlantic.

Hi John,
On behalf of all MGB owners, I would
like to thank you for what you have done
for the Marque and what you continue to
do. You are a true gem and hope you can
continue to do it for a long time. I have had
three Bs over the past 50 years and currently have a 1971 (since 1981). Just done
the second restoration, involving a rebuilt
engine I bought at the Oakville British Car
Show.
The list of things done to it during
overhaul is as long as your arm. It was all
painted up with evidence of new gaskets
here and there so I bought it; later finding that maybe these things were all done
during its lifetime but not necessarily very
recently.
Anyhow, I have worked my way
through everything except one daunting
issue that even the guys at MG Experience
are not sure about. Here it is: There is an
oil leak from behind the front engine plate
(to which the timing chain cover is bolted).
Facing the engine, it is at the lower right
hand side and comes out, not at a weep,
but a drip. I have cinched down the plate
bolts.
I cannot believe that someone forgot
the big gasket behind this plate, but it
would leak more if this were the case? Is
there a way to quickly check if this gasket
is missing? Is this a dreaded pressure leak?
Can I tear down to install a gasket without
removing the engine? Thanks, —John
John,
Thanks for your kind comments!
There may be a gasket in that location, but something is holding the
plate from mating to the block. So,
yes, you’ll have to
remove it.
Jack the engine up using a
block of wood
under the sump.
Remove the radiator, water pump (for
easier access), motor
mounts (then jack
the engine up some
more), then remove
the front pulley;
timing cover, gears,
and finally the front

engine bearing plate. I’ve seen the
plates bent before.
We tap the oil galleries 1/4 NPT
and use Allen driven pipe plugs
instead of the brass plugs. Who
knows what the “rebuilder” did to the
engine. I expect you’ll find out!
Hi,

I am 16 years old and I just bought
a Midget and the clutch stopped working. When it went out it didn’t make any
noise it just would not engage. Could this
be a problem with the clutch line having
bubbles in it? It has just had a master
cylinder and slave unit installed by the
previous owner.
Thanks for your advice, —Noel
Noel!
Clutches have two major
faults: Failure to engage (engine runs
but car doesn’t move) and failure to
disengage (cannot get car into gear
with engine running). If your engine
runs but the car doesn’t move – and
it happened instantly, then my guess
is that it’s not the clutch at all but the
half shaft, the axle shaft, in the differential.
Does the speedo continue to
work? If the speedo does work then
it’s definitely the half shaft.
Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to
answer your technical query; you can
e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical
hour of 1-2pm Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Bill Fox
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Nevada City Ca. 95959
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Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
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Sell • Seek • Swap!
Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content.
•Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.)
Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

1977 MGB – Damask Red/Black, show winner,

excellent condition – very clean! Car has overdrive,
twin SU carbs, leather Moto Lita steering wheel; always covered and garaged. Professionally restored by
Knorris Foreign Car Service. Asking $6500. Contact
Jim Pegg at (570) 323-2579 or jandhpegg@verizon.
net PA				
050614

1980 MGB – 34,000 miles, totally original car

owned by factory trained British Leyland technician.
Garage kept all of its life; car can be picked up and
driven anywhere in the country. $5000 in upgrades
and too man extras to list, including complete a/c
system. For more information and history, contact
Adrian Suarez, (205) 345-0845 AL
010214

1978 MGB - Bright blue with tan interior; excellent

condition. Newly carpeted, seats always slip covered,
recent thorough mechanical overhaul, original paint
(was advised did not need and should not repaint),
3rd owner and have owned since 1986, records available, $10,000.00. William McDonald, (714) 318-3737,
billdurrow@aol.com CA
010214

1980 MGB – black/black; only 23k miles. Owned

since 1997 when only 4700 miles on it. Always serviced by British Leyland trained technician who updated needed items, but kept originality. New superlite wheels with Kumho tires included with original
wheels and tires. Featured in Ken Smith’s Limited
Edition MGB book. Original dealer advertising in
book thrown in with original window sticker. Excellent condition. This is for a true enthusiast. You will
like this car! Currently stored in Minnesota. Available to be picked up in May. $11,750. Bill Wickum
(701) 238-8190 or (218) 847-3764. MN
020314

1973 MGB/GT – 83k miles, for restoration; located

near Morris, IL; $900. Contact Ernie Lindsay, (815)
942-0438 or ErnieLindsay@aol.com IL
091013

1978 MGB – Red/Black, 68,000 miles; Excellent

mechanical condition; Weber carb, stainless exhaust,
all body panels replaced – show winner! $9000 obo.
Richard Benson at (717) 367-2813 PA
111213

1973 MGB/GT – 83,000 miles good candidate for

restoration. $900 – Ernie Lindsay, (815) 942-0438 or
ernielindsay@aol.com IL
111213

1979 MGB – Downdraft Weber and new header, new

tires, needs a little body work and a new throwout
bearing. Lots of parts to go with it. $5500. Jerry
Boykin (251) 473-4179
111213

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

1980 MGB – Totally original car owned by factory-

trained British Leyland technician. 34,000 miles.
Garage kept all its life. Car can be picked up and
driven anywhere. $5000 in upgrades and too many
extras to list – including complete a/c system. For
more information and history, contact Adrian Suraez,
(205) 345-9845 AL
111213

WANTED
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or Canadian
1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a preserved
or restored example or a blend of the two. Would
consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer a car that
has been kept or redone as original-spec or close to it.
Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com or call (707)
942-0546 CA 			
050613

PARTS FOR SALE
Mountney 15” Steering Wheel – Leather wrapped.

Aluminum with six holes. Comes with boss. Needs
horn button. Good Condition. $25.00 plus shipping.
Special Tuning Air Dam – Needs minor fiberglass
repair. Fiberglass repair kit included. Fits Chrome
bumper MGB. $25.00 plus shipping. Both for $40.00
plus shipping Frank Bulkley (775) 747-4378 1150
Freddie Ct Reno, NV 89503 Member # 21-8007 or
frankandsal@gmail.com
010214

A/C Unit – Dealer installed that fits contour under

dash of 1977-80 MGB. Semi-complete with some
missing parts that are available from Moss. Offers?
Bill Holmes, (970) 485-9734 or ahfanatic@gmail.
com CO 			
010214

Where 2 ‘B
Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the MG Driver
Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2014
• June 22............. Brits by the Bay, Westminster, MD • tracltd.org
• June 29............. British Car Show, South Bend, IN • michianabrits.com
• July 4-10........... Cruise to the Capital, BC to ON • namgar.com
• July 12-13.......... Mad Dogs and Englishmen, Hickory Corners, MI • maddogsandenglishmen.org
• July 13.............. British Car Show, Fairfield, OH • bccgc.com
• July 14-18.......... NAMGAR GT-39, Ottawa, ON • gt39@namgar.com
• July 19-20......... MGC Weekend, Worcestershire, UK • ginnycartmell@btinternet.com
• July 20.............. British Car Show, Oxnard, CA • channelislandshoarbor.org
• July 25-27......... British Car Show, Carthage, MO • carthagecarshow.com
• July 26.............. British Car Show, Hudson, NH • bcnh.org
• July 28-30......... Vintage Motor Revival, Forty-Fort, PA • bccnepa.com
• Aug 2................ British Car Day, Dayton, OH • britishcardaydayton.com
• Aug 2................ British Car Show, Schwenksville, PA • dvcmg.com
• Aug 10.............. UK Car Day, Rochester, NY • ukcarday.com
• Aug 15-17......... UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI • universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 15-17......... Heritage Classic Meet, Langley, BC • jaguar/mg.com
• Aug 24-29 ........ GOF West, San Diego, CA • gofwest.org

MGB/GT driver side quarter panel – NOS. (A 457450 in some catalogs or references); $395 + shipping.
Todd Wyatt (320) 980-2010; toddski1000@yahoo.
com MN
			
010214

• Aug 25-27......... Put-in-Bay Races, Sandusky, OH • pibroadrace.com

Performance Parts – like-new Hooker Header

• Sept 7................ British Car Show, Flemington, NJ • austhealey@aol.com

bought new in 1977 for a 1972 MGB (3-into-1) for
$300 obo; a 45mm dual-throat SK side draft carb.
Perfect condition, includes the rare SK tuning manual
for $500 obo. David Bloyed (972) 223-6497 TX 030414

• Sept 5-7............. Vintage MG Racers Focus Event, Watkins Glen, NY • mgvr.org
• Sept 6-7............. British Car Show, Altoona, PA • greaterpghmgclub.org
• Sept 7................ British Car Show, Palatine, IL • britishcarunion.com
• Sept 18-21......... British Car Festival, Dillard, GA; NAMGBR Regional • peachtreemg.com

MGC parts - pair of rebuilt SU HS8 carbs (2”)
suitable for MGC conversion, $500 B/O, contact for
specifics. Lots of leftover MGC specific parts from
two cars, suspension, engines, gauges, etc. No trans or
diffs. Prefer to sell as lot (1 1/2 - 2 truckloads), best
offer. Also parting MGTD motor XPAG 23xxx;
Alan Tucker (717) 632-1778
or actucker@centurylink.net Gettysburg. PA 070813

• Sept 20.............. British Car Show, St Louis, MO • stlouismgclub.com

MGB parts - (to “71) 6-blade metal fan $50, Origi-

• Sept 27-28......... British Car Show, Clovis, CA • valleybritish.org

nal 1970 MGB AM radio and antenna $75, MGB
rubber floor mats and starter cover$100, New MGB/
GT “C” post panels (lt. grey) $50, used MGB/GT upper rear trim panel $10, Front MGB/GT license plate
mount $10, 1970 MGB/GT door pull and mounts $5,
original MGB/GT fender mirror $20, original ash
tray $15, assorted switches.
James Vier, (512) 266-1769, Austin. TX 070814

• Sept 27.............. Autumn in the Mountains, Hendersonville, NC • bccwnc.org
• Sept 27.............. MGs on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • rgl2mgbgt@aol.com
• Sept 27-28......... British Car Show, Clovis, CA • valleybritish.org
• Sept 27-28......... British Car Show, Round Rock, TX • info@txabcd.org
• Oct 11............... British Car Show, Wrightsville Beach, NC; bmccf.org
• Oct 24-26.......... British Car Show, Chattanooga, TN • agmlig@aol.com
• Nov 14-16......... MG Jamboree, Homosassa, FL • gail@glennsmg.com
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